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conducted ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Number farmers conducting demonstrations •••••••••••••• 
Number voluntary-community leaders assisting with 
66 
231 297 15,904 925 
151 
849 1,216 106 2,246 
19 71 
Extension program••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 57 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
Two county outlook meetings held at Court House with district farm and home agents discussing information before 54 fa.rm men and women. FolO'Wi.ng the first meeting agents held 6 outlook meetings in 3 com­
munities with a total atendance of 76. Two fann planning demonstrations 
conducted. Agent cooperated with farm credit agencies. Conducted farm 
labor progrm and c.unp housing 150 migratory workers who harvest, hauled and graded the folowing: 
Irish Potatoes ••••••••••• 8,000 bags Cucumbers •••••••••••••••• 4,000 bags 
Snapbeans •••••••••••••••• 3,758 hampers Squash ••••••••••••••••••• 500 hampers 
Agricultural E.ngineering 
Assisted with soil conservation planning on 4 farms. Two dairy milk barns completed. Plans for 32 farm buildings and equipment dis­
tributed. Eight tomato electric hotbeds completed on 2 farms. One concrete slab type silo completed. Tractor school conducted with 
atendance of 48 colored people. Enrichment of corn meal and grist continued. 
, 
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Agrononcy: 
Three permanent pasture and annual grazing crop meetings held 
with atendance of 65. Five-hundred soil samples analyzed for farmers and recommendations made on the basis of analyses. South Carolina Aberdeen-Angus Association made pasture tours as did the State Pasture 
Commitee of one or more farms in the county. Two smal grain top dressing demonstrations completed, indicating economical use of 
nitrate of soda. Two hybrid corn demonstrations carried out, indica­
ting N .c. 26 to be of litle value in the county. Two soybeans for oil demonstration surveys completed, indicating the period June 2-10 
to be most ideal this year for planting. One alfalfa for hay demon­stration completed producing hay with a gross value of $390.00 per 
acre. Fescue surveys on 6 farms indicated the crop has not proved 
itself of much value in the county. Three pasture fertilization demonstrations completed with from two to four animal units carried per acre. TVA ammonium nitrate placed 'With 15 demonstrators for 
intended use of 30 tons on portions of 900 acres. 
Animal Husbandry- · 
Placed 2 purebred boars and 6 purebred buls, completed 3 steer feeding demonstrations and 4 barrow feeding demonstrations. In addition 
conducted 34 hog feeding demonstrations in which 3,102 bags of surplus 
government potatoes were fed to 960 head of hogs and 9 farmers fed 2,297 
bags to 515 head of catle. There was a great saving to farmers in both 
type demonstrations. South Carolina Aberdeen-Angus field day hel~ at Brays Isl cild Plantation with an atendance of 450. 
Dairying 
Placed 3 purebred dairy buls, 2 of which are county purchased buls for community breeding, and assisted in obtaining purebred cows and heifers. 
Gave individual assistance to farmers in the construction of dairy barns 
and dairy management. Conducted 3 forage schools with an atendance of 65. Guernsey field day held at Brays Islard Plantation with an atendance 
of approximately 450. 
Entomology am Plant Patholoig 
Assistance given in control of late blight on potatoes and tomatoes with copper chemicals. Five fal cucumber demonstrations conducted with 
blight resistant seed, indicating marked resistance to blight and sub­stantial yields. Gave growers individual help in the control of arnzy-­
wom.s and soybean caterpilars with DDT and BHC. Many DD soil fumi­gation demonstrations observed indicating great value when DD was used 
ahead of cucumbers and to a lesser extent tomatoes. Gave spray and dust 
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information substantiated by Truck Crop Experiment Station to truck growers throughout season. Aphids on both vegetables and smal grains 
were controled effectively by use of 1 percent Isotox. Had 3,750 pounds of BHC-DDT bol weevil poisoning placed with very good results to 25 farmers. Secured veterinarian to treat hundreds of hogs against cholera. 
One rat eradication campaign completed placing 558 pounds of fortified red squil rat bait from which excelent results were obtained and took 
orders for 300 additional pounds in second campaign to re placed in Decem­
ber. Organized conununities and secured the services of a veterinarian to 
treat 475 horses and mules against sleeping sickness. Moved 62 bee hives, transferred 27, assisted in requeening 18 and in extracting honey from 20. 
Forestry 
Five-hundred and sixty cork oak acorns placed with 4-H boys. Assisted in distribution of 240,000 seedlings during the past fiscal 
year and orders for 481000 taken. Made bro forestry broadcasts. Specialists examined 977 acres of forest and marked 90 acres. Tree 
planting demonstration conducted at Lobeco with an atendance of 710 
Four-H Club Work 
Five conununity clubs organized with 77 members, 59 of which completed 
demonstrations producting farm products with a value of $4,928.99 and realizing a profit of $1,6J0.12o One four-H club tour conducted with an atendance of 10. Seven 4-H club members exhibited 9 head of livestock 
at Edisto-Savannah Livestock Shows. Benny Duncan, as last year, exhibited the grand champion fat barrow of the show and Neal Creelanore, Jr. won the 
grand champion fat steer. Premium money won at shows and exhibits amounted 
to $68.35 in ·addition to the two silver loving cups won by the grand cham­pions. One livestock judging team trained., placine third in the Ehrhardt 
evento One play party conducted for 4-H members. 
Horticulture 
Three truck crop enterprise demonstrations completed and 6 result demonstrations completed on cucumbers and tomatoes. Much time was devoted to problems of disease and insect control on truck crops. 
Conducted 11cuke11 growers meeting with atendance of 35 and atended with 9 growers a truck crop field show at the Truck Experiment Station 
near Charleston. In field trials on tomatoes using the l9EE compared to Rutgers showed double yield, al though the 119EE is a thin skinned 
tomato and hence a poor shipper. In 5 "cuke" trials the Palmeto variety yielded longer than s.c. Sor 6 but s.c. 5 and 6 produced 
more cucumbers but·a tendency to have holow centers. Observed that 
spring 0cukes0., snapbeans., and winter greens as the outstanding profit 
truck crops in 1948. Assisted in holding a flower and shrubbery meeting 
with atendance of 35. 
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Marketing 
Farmers aided in marketing surplus farm products to the value of $2,365.37 and in buying of supplies aggregating $8,314.L,. Inspection of 66 cars of potatoes, 60 cars of tomatoes and many cars of fal •cukes" 
furnished by Extenaion Division of Markets. 
Poultry 
Vaccinating and culing demonstrations were given for 3 farmers. Furnished feeding and management information to poultry and turkey 
grc,rers. Worked with specialist in assisting 4-H poultrymen. 
Publicity 
A total of 1,020 personal leters writen, 33 circular leters 
prepared, with 5,956 copies mailed, 77 news articles, 8 radio talks, 3,260 buletins and circulars distributed, and 4 farm tours conducted 
with 48 atending. 
Visual Instruction 
Eleven pictures of demonstrations and exhibits in this report. 
Motion pictures shown at 3 meetings with an atendance of 133 and lantern slides and charts shown at 4 meetings with atendance of 138. 
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I. County, Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm and Home Leaders 
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE 
County Program Planning Commitee: 
Members of this important county commitee are selected by the County Farm and Home Agents. Representation on this commitee was influenced by the leadership and sympathy of its members. Members of the commitee represent the county by communities and include capable farmers and farm women, representatives of business, repre­
sentatives of the other agricultural agencies and the 4-H Club department. 
The Beaufort Cotmty Agricultural Commitee is composed of the folowing named people: 
W. H. McLeod, Seabrook -Chairman Mrs. Charles Mitchel, Seabrook -Vice Chairman Charles F. Koth, Beaufort -Treasurer E. c. Abrams., County Agent, Beaufort -Secretary John Trask., Beaufort John F. Marscher, Beaufort Edward Sanders, Frogmore Wilton Graves, Pritchardvile o. H. Bishop, Frogmore W. A. Campbel, Sheldon 
K. M. Johnson, Pritchardvile C. s. Mitchel, Dale Manor L. Bostick, Burton Olie Pinckney, Pritchardvile H. E. Mccrackin, Bluffton J. T. Pinckney, Ridgeland W. 1/i. Niver, Pritchardvile Mrs. Alfred Mew, Pritchardvile Mrs. D. E. Pinckney, Pritchardvile Mrs. W.W. Niver, Pritchardvile 
Mrs. Hugh Ulmer, Bluffton Mrs. John Plat, Sheldon 
Mrs. H. G. Johnson, Lobeco Mrs. M. H. Lawton, Beaufort Mrs. Ross Hughes, Burton Mrs. H. L. Lancaster, Port Royal Mrs. Hal Youmans, Beaufort 
Mary Elen Eaves, Co. Home Demonstration Agent, Beaufort 
Reese Gibson, Jr., Dale -4-H Club Member Lilian Johnson, Seabrook -4-H Club Member 
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Farm Labor Sub-Commitee: 
W. Brantley Harvey, Beaufort John F. Marscher, Beaufort E. c. Abrams, Beaufort Hugh Morgan, Lobeco W. A. Campbel, Sheldon 
Mary Elen Eaves, Beaufort Richard Wisner, Beaufort 
Marketing Commitee: 
Sidney Smith., Burton Hugh Morgan., Lobeco c. s. Mitchel., Dale Mrs. John Plat, Sheldon 
Veteran's Commitee: 
Benjamin Bostick., Beaufort Hughes Lake., Burton Wilton Graves, Pritchardvile c. E. Ulmer, Jr., Bluffton E. C. Gale., Hardeevile John Marscher, Beaufort 
Colored: 
B. B. Barnwel, Beaufort Jacob Scot, Seabrook Ed Albergoti, Seabrook John Henderson., Frogmore 
Nutrition Commitee: 
Mary El.en Eaves, Beaufort Mrs. Jack Bond, Beaufort Mrs. Lemon Hal, Beaufort E. c. Abrams, Beaufort 
4-H Advisory Commitee: 
Mrs. Alfred Mew, Pritchardvile Mrs. D. E. Pinckney, Pritchardvile 
Mrs. I. Graves, Pritchardvile Mrs. H. s. Garr, Seabrook Mrs. H. L. Lancaster, Port Royal H. E. Mccrackin, Sr., Bluffton Wilton Graves, Pritchardvile Malcolm Johnson, Bluffton James Marvin, Lobeco Reese Gibson, Sr., Dale 
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State Agricultural Commitee: 
Mrs. c. s. Mitchel, Dale 
Hardee McLeod, Seabrook 
Statement of Duties and Responsibilities of County Commitee: 
The County Agricultural Program Planning Commitee occupies an important and essential place in the Extension program in the county. 
This commitee asswnes the responsibility of determining the agricul­
tural and rural home conditions, their trends, and the responsibilities of the future. It seeks to lay a foundation for general improvements 
on the basis of knowledge of existing farm and home conditions and on this foundation build a program of work in cooperation with the extension 
agents. The members of the commitee are caled upon to recognize the 
duty of spoting such weaknesses in prevailing approaches to specific 
problems. They keep the Extension personnel of a county headed in the 
proper direction and.assist in their work on a community scale, by their 
own interest and efforts, of atacking problems both old and new. The burden of responsibility, therefore, does not end for the canmitee at the inauguration of a county's extension program but extends on through 
to leadership and example in its execution. 
COMMUNITY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEES AND NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS: 
Sams Point Community 7 Sams Point lfoighborhood: 2 
Broomfield Neighborhood: 3 
Brickyard Neighborhood: 2 
Eustis Community 5 Eustis Neighborhood: 5 
Oaks Community 3 Oaks Neighborhood: 3 
Fripp Community l Fripp Neighborhood: 1 
New Road-Big Estate Community 20 
New Road Neighborhood: 7 Big Estate Neighborhood: 12 
Bonnie Hal Neighborhood: 1 
Paiges Point Community 6 
Paiges Point Neighborhood: 6 
Sheldon-Prescot Community 15 Sheldon Neighborhood: 11 
Prescot Neighborhood: 4 
Seabrook Community 5 
Stewart .Neighborhood: 2 Seabrook Community: 3 
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Dale Community 15 Lobeco Neighborhood: 2 
Dale Neighborhood:_.!L 
Mary Jenkins Community 10 Croft Neighborhood: 2 
Mary Jenkins Neighborhood: 6 
Eddings Point Neighborhood: 2 
Coffin Point Community 10 Coffin Point Neighborhood: 2 
Fripp Point Neighborhood: 2 Pine Grove Neighborhood: -i-­
McTouris Neighborhood: 1 Hopes Neighborhood: 1-
Cedar Neighborhood:~ 
Scot Community 10 Scot Neighborhood: 1 
Capers Neighborhood~ 
Orange Grove Neighborhood: 1 
Pritchard Neighborhood: 1 Lawrence Fripp Neighborhood: 2 School Farm Neighborhood: 1-
Frogmore Community 5 Saxonvile Neighborhood: 2 
Frogmore Neighborhood: 2 Doctor White Neighborh~ 1 
John and Tom Fripp Community 16 
Ann Fripp Neighborhood: 2 John Fripp Neighborhood:2 
Cherry Hil Neighborhood: 1 Tom Fripp Neighborhood: 5 Hickory Hil Neighborhood: 3 
Pope Neighborhood: 3 
Burton Community 8 
Grays Hil Neighborhood: 5 
Burton Neighborhood: 3 
Port Royal Community 1 Port Royal Neighborhood: 1 
Bailey Community 1 Bailey .Neighborhood: 1 
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Pritchardvile Community 7 Pritchardvile Neighborhood: 5 Bluffton Neighborhood: l 
Okatie Neighborhood: l 
Hardeevile Community 11 
Hardeevile Neighborhood: 10 
Levy Neighborhood: 1 
Outline map of county shovling the location of communities and 
neighborhoods, with other pertinent information by the use of symbols, folows: 
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PROGRAMS HANDLED THROUGH VOLUNTEER LEADERS IN 1948 
1. Food and Feed Program 
2. Liming and Related Programs 3. Educational Fairs 4. Livestock Sanitation 5. Forest Fire Protection 6. Method Demonstrations 7 • Returning Veterans 8. Radio Broadcasts 9. Nutrition Program 
10. Rat Eradica ti.on Campaigns 11. Farm Labor Program 
12. CROP (Christian Rural Overseas Program) 
Food am Feed Program: The food am feed program has been promoted through outlook meetings, voluntary local leaders, newspapers, radio broad­casts, personal visits am circular leters. Much more· feed was produced this year than last and about as much food. We think our efforts are pay­ing good dividends. 
Liming and Related Programs: Campaigns encouraging the use of lime in the county have been emphasized along with other soil building activities. Around 500 soil samples were taken from farmers in the county and analyzed at Clemson. Lime and fertilizer recommendations have been made to a goed 
extent on the basis of these tests. The agent has worked, through cooperati~n 
with the PMA and farm leaders, in the placing of the folowing materials: 
Dalis grass ••••••••••.••••••••• 
Fescue•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Annual. Rye Grass •••••••••••••.•. White Dutch Clover •••••••••••••• Common Vetch •••••••••••••••••.•• 
Limestone ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18% Superphosphate •••••••••••••• 
30.5 lbs. 
100 lbs. 
1,000 lbs. 500 lbs. 5,000 lbs. 1,236 tons 300½ tons 
A good deal more lime, superphosphate and other conservation and pasture materials and seeds were obtained through the Jasper County Farmers' 
Service and the local seed, feed and fertilizer dealers. 
Educational Fairs: Negro educational fairs were put on again this year at Penn School and Robert Smals High School. Some remarkable exhibits 
were assembled at these events and competition between community booths was keen, making judging a great problem. 
Livestock Sanitation: Through the veterinarians, and especialy Dr. McKee and voluntary leaders, much has been accomplished in the control of hog cholera. Many requests for cholera vaccinations have been made of veterinarians who performed this service. Around 75 cows in the Dale­Lobeco and Bluffton-Pritchardvile sections have been tested for Bang's disease and Tuberculosis, before alowing the breeding of these to two purebred buls placed for community service by the county. Special 
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mineral mixtures and loose salt have been recommended on the basis of success reports for feeding catle grazing on mineral deficient soils such as ours. Much advice has been given farmers, especial:cy on worm treatment, vitamin and mineral supplements, etc. 
An outbreak of sleeping sickness occurred in the county causing the white and colored agents to organize communities and secure the services of the state veterinarian's office in the vaccination of 475 horses and mules. It is estimated that around 20 horses and mules died in the county before the outbreak was brought under control. 
Forest Fire Protection: Because of its importance fire control has been emphasized b,Y radio, county leaders, in schools and an extensive publicity campaign with news articles and posters. Forest Ranger Wisner, assisted by many volunteer leaders and his wardens, has done a good job 
in the prevention and fighting of forest fires. 
Four-H club members took part in such campaigns as rural fire prevent­ion week and conservation week. 
Method Demonstrations: Method demonstrations on an individual basis 
are commonplace and the writer is convinced that this type of teaching is invaluable to farmers who like to see something tangible. Leaders a.re taking part in demonstrations with pastures, liming., hybrid corn, sweet potatoes, livestock, poultry, truck crops, winter grazing, fence post treatment and equipment, rat eradication campaigns, as wel as other 
vital phases of agricultural life. 
Returning Veterans: Through the Veteran's Commitee and volunteer leaders of the county, veterans are being advised in the purchase of farms and equipment and in the sound application of good agricultural practices. The agent works closely with the Service Officer am veterans teachers. 
U .s.D.A. Council: Members of government agencies and leading farmers form the membership of this body lhich meets upon cal only. Reports of agricultural interest are made by the members and discussed by the group. Members are enabled to be periodicaly informed of what the other agencies are doing and the mutual interest problems. The group decides lines of 
action to be taken on special problems. 
Radio Broadcasts: Farm leaders took part in two broadcasts over Radio Station W.T.o.c. this year. 
Nutrition Program: J. M. Cebalos of Dale and Wiliam H. Bishop of Frogmore have enrichment atachments on their mils which have been in operation during the year and efforts have been made to expand this work but with litle success. Generaly, farm people are more nutrition minded and this and other phases of rural health programs are becoming common knowledge in many sections of the county. Some of our mils are so smal that it is questionable whether they can be persuaded to use enrichment. 
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Rat Eradication Campaitns: Our first rat eradication campaign was held on February 12 and S~ pounds of fortified red squil rat bait were distributed to farmers with generaly very good results. As this is being writen orders for 300 pounds of rat bait have been taken to be used in the fal campaign. Many leaders, including teachers., have assisted greatq 
in the success of our rat programs. 
Farm Labor Program: This program was handled by persormel consisting of the county delegation., key farmers., county agent and a representative of the South Carolina State Employment Service. This work is sunnnarized under the agricul-tural economics section of this report. 
CROP (Christian Rural Overseas Program): A CROP commitee was organized · 
in Beaufort in November consisting of M. C. Alen., Chairman; F. B. Mayes., Vice-Chairman; E. c. Abrams., Secretary; G. H. Fountain, Treasurer; and Richard Wisner., Publicity Chairman. The drive in Beaufort is for relief money rather than goods in kind as the program was designed and at this writing colections have been smaler than anticipated but stil Beaufort is making its contribution to this very worthwhile program. 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS FOR 1948 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
\fork in agricultural economics and farm management in 1948 included 
outlook meetings, farm and home accounts, cooperation with the Farmers Home Administration, farm planning demonstrations, and migratory farm labor. 
Outlook Meetings: County outlook meetings were held at the County Court House on January 13 and October 25, at which time extension specialists presented outlook information to .54 farm men and women. 
Folowing the January meeting the county and home agents held six 
outlook meetings in three communities with a total atendance of 76. 
Because of these meetings, farmers purchased fertilizer earlier and were more able to satisfy their demands than the year previous. There was some decrease in the Irish potato acreage, as advocated, and this was much further reduced by bad weather. As predicted, the potato market was poor and farmers marketed most of the potatoes through the Production and Marketing Administration. 
Farmers Home Administration 
Beaufort County is supervised by Harry Woods, whose headquarters is at Ridgeland in Jasper County. During the year the county agent coopera­ted nth him and the FHA commitee in furnishing information and in the working out of a few plans. Although some Beaufort farmers have paid the ful amount of their loans, most of the borrowers have outstanding accounts and the Farmers Home Administration has made practicaly no loans during 1948 in Beaufort County due to the poor payment experience here. 
Name 
Sig Cox Jack Gray 
Farm Planning Demonstrations 
Address 
Beaufort Burton 
Acres in 
Farm 
300 400 
Predominate type 
of farming 
Beef Catle Truck & Livestock 
Farm Plans: The agent worked with ma.zzy- farmers in helping them plan their livestock feed budgets and other farming operations during the year. More emphasis is being given to aiding farmers in the working out of sounder agricultural programs. Farmers are being advised to balance their operations between truck crops and livestock or at least to depend on several lines fer cash incomes. 
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Farm Labor 
At a December meeting in 1947 the county delegation authorized the expenditure of funds to purchase property under the Emergency Farm Labor Program and further agreed to make expenditures to condi­tion the farm labor camp so that it would beter accomodate family groups during the spring harvest season. The property was bought and some repairs made. 
The agent spent considerable time in the managing of the Beaufort Farm Labor Camp, during the spring, where 150 migratory workers were housed. These workers relieved the labor situation to a good extent during the peak-harvest of beans, cucumbers, and Irish potatoes. The Local Labor Office was in charge of recruiting and placing workers. 
These workers harvested, hauled and graded the folowing produce for eight Beaufort County farmers during May and June: 
Irish Potatoes--8,600 bags 
Cucumbers -4,000 bushels Snap beans -3,758 hampers Squash 500 hampers 
According to farmers these workers helped not only those using the laborers but made more labor available for other farmers and 
caused local labor to work beter. 
Camp management was under the supervision of the agent. 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural engineering work in 1948 included soil conservation, fa.rm planning, rural electrification, electric hot beds, farm machinery and enrichment. 
Soil Conservation: Soil conservation for the year was accomplished in cooperation with the Jasper Soil Conservation District, which embodies 
Beaufort and Jasper Counties. Conservation meetings were planned and held 
in cooperation with the technicians. As was the cast last year, the program 
in Beaufort County was handicapped by not having a technician located in the county. · 
Folowing is an account of soil conservation work carried out in Beaufort County during the year by the Jasper Soil Conservation District: 
Number of new district farm plans writen........... 20 -.,.-Number educational. meetings held•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 A d -~3~5-tenance ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -..... 4-­Number farms county agent assisted in farm planning ••••••••••• County agent's meetings with District Supervisors ••••••••••••• --~2--A d --u--t tenBl.ce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Perma.nent Pastures established•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --7--Acres •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -~J~l~O.-
Farms establishing winter and summer cover crops •••••••••••••• -.... 1~5.-Acres •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -~9~0~00:-
1 ---.. 1--Forestry P antings•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---.5--Acres •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Serica Plantings. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Acres••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--.5~7--Fish Ponds Constructed and Stocked •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ----2-----.~--Acres. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
Drainage (acres). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 400 Bicolor Lespedeza on farms.................. 12 
PlBl ts •••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••.• , •.•••.•••••••.••• 26,000 
Seed (lbs.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i4 
Woodland Improvement •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,000 
The above, wel received, work was accomplished by J. D. Coleman, 
Soil Conservationist, and his assistant with contribution being ma.de 
by the agent occasionaly. Al persamel concerned could have done this 
work mu.ch easier were it nor for the fact that Beaufort County is so inaccessible. 
Farm Buildings: Farm building plans, prepared by the Extension 
Agricultural Engineering Division was furnished to farmers for the construction of the folowing farm buildings and structures: 
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General purpose barns •••••••••••••••• 1 
Daicy milking parlors •••••••••••••••• 2 
Silo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 Hog houses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 Hog self-feeders ••••••••••••••••••••• 3 Poultry houses ••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Other farm structures •••••••••••••••• 5 
Farm building structures 
(remodeled and repaired) ••••••••••• 9 
Farm homes••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
The big Plantation Foods, Inc. frozen foods plant is stil idle and 
has never been completed due to poor success prospects. Dick Politzer 
continues to operate a shr:iJ:n.p freezing plant at the old Naval. Air Station 
during the shrimp season. 
Freezer locker plants at Pritchard.vile and Beaufort with a total capacity of 294 lockers continue to be in ful use. 
Rural Electrification: Work in connection with the rural electrifi­cation program is being continued on a personal contact basis and in co­operation with the two power companies involved. 
Total number of miles of rural electric lines in Beaufort 
county to date••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 384 Miles South Carolina Power Company rural lines ••••••••••••••• 318 
Miles REA cooperated lines on which alotments have been 
completed•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 58 Approximate number of farms served by rural lines in county •• 1000 
The South Carolina Power Company is rapidly building additional lines 
to serve more rural families. 
Tomato Plant Electric Hotbeds: Electric tomato hotbeds were completed as folows: 
Ed Sanders ••••••••• 5 beds ••••••••• 61 X 2501 
J.B. Snow ••••••••• 3 beds ••••••••• 61 X 1201 
In a normal year these hotbeds heated by electricity wil be of great value in obtaining early plants but during 1948 plants grown on these beds were for the most part ready too early. In one of Ed Sanders• beds with 
a faulty unit tomato beds were bery much smaler than in an adjoining bed where the electrical cables were working properly. Tomato growers vision 
great future benefits from the use of these electric beds. 
Milking Parlors: The folowing is a report of milking parlors com­pleted by two dairymen: 
Name of Farmer 
w. A. Campbel M. M. Smith 
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Capacity 
20 st.ntions-60 cows 15 stantions-45 cows 
Cost 
$7,000.00 
4,500.00 
Both milking parlors above included cooling rooms and the buildings are of 
cement block construction. Mr. Smith's building costs were cheaper because he did most of his own work. 
Silo Construction: Mcl~od Brothers erected a slab concrete type 
silo with dd:mensions 14' X 45' with a capacity of 150 tons at a cost of $1,273.00. 
Farm Machinery: A tractor school was conducted by R. L. Wilis near Lobeco on February 13 with an atendance of 48 people, mostly colored. Tractor care and maintenance were the main features covered. 
Enrichment: Beaufort's two grist mils belong to J.M. Cebalos 
and Wiliam H. Bishop who are continuing enrichment. The farm and home agent are endeavouring to get other mils to put on enrichment atachments. 
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AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work in 1948 embodied demonstrations and educational work in several of the major agricultural enterprises. A swmnary and results are listed on the folowing pages. 
Miscelaneous Activities 
Fertilizer Meetings: Several informal meetings were held in the spring of 1948 with smili groups of farmers. Individual assistance was the main 
help rendered. Recommended formulas for various crops were given. Again 
this year home mixing was given no emphasis as ingredients for mixing 
fertilizer were just impossible to get. 
Soil Samples: More than 500 soil samples were taken from farms of the county and fertilizer recommendations were made on the basis of the 
analyses. 
Permanent Pasture and Annual Grazing Crop Meetings: Three very good 
permanent pasture and annual grazing crop meetings were held in the county 
in wide~ separated places with a total atendance of 65. The discussions were led by Messrs. Woodle, Craven., Redfearn and the agent and were very 
gratifying. There is increased interest in livestock production and the 
help maey farmers received at these meetings and on various other occasions 
paid good dividends. 
Pasture Tours: Pasture tours in the county were made by the South Carolina Guernsey Association and the South Carolina Aberdeen-Angus Associ­ation as wel as the Beaufort Veterans Class covering the outstanding 
pasture and annual grazing crop developments on the Brays Island Planta­
tion. The State Pasture Commitee included the farm of W. A. Campbel at Sheldon in its tour of May 14. Mr. Campbel has done a wonderful job of developing hundreds of acres of permanent pastures by proper seeding and judicious use of fertilizer. He now has a wel balanced sod of grass and 
clover., including a high percentage of White Dutch clover and Dalis grass. 
Smal Grain Top Dressing Demonstrations: Two smal grain top dressing demonstrations using 200 pounds per acre of nitrate of soda were carried out. 
The results folow: 
Name 
W. A. Campbel 
C. S. Mitchel 
Summary Smal Grain Top Dressing Demonstrations 
Acres 
10 
10 
Crop 
Oats 
Oats 
Remarks 
Increased growth and grazing. 
Increased growth and grazing. 
These farmers applied the soda at the rate of 200 pounds per acre in February on their annual grazing crop of oats and there was marked increase 
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in growth as wel as grazing. The extra amount of grazing more than paid for the cost of the top dressing. 
Hybrid Corn: Two hybrid corn demonstrations were carried out, a summary of which folows: 
Summary Hybrid Corn Demonstrations 
Hybrid Yield Variety Yield Name Variety Bu. Check Bu. Remarks 
Jack Gray N. c. 26 (White) 33 Mixed white 31 Hybrid too soft. 
c. A. Barnes N. c. 26 {White) 28 Mixed white 24 Not comparable due to difference in planting dates. 
Because of poor shuck covering and being so soft as to become badq 
weevil eaten Hybrid N.C. 26 (White) is definitely not suited for use in Beaufort County as the slight increasing yields is more than offset by the poor quality of corn harvested. N.C. 27 (Yelow) and Funk's Hybrid 713 has been reported by growers as giving satisfactory results. The acreage of hybrid corn is increasing in the county but our farmers in 
general have not obtained results such as to make them enthusiastic over the hybrids tried this far. 
Soybeans for Oil: On the farms of Earl Norfleet and C. s. Mitchel there were 500 acres of soybeans planted primarily for oil. Mr. Mitchel has not completed harvesting, however, the folowing summary gives the experience of Earl Norfleet covering several factors: 
SOJ[beans for Oil Demonstration 
Yield Per 
Name Variety Planting D&1.es Acreage Acre 
Earl Norfleet Ogden May 12 65 20 Ogden June 2-10 150 28 Clemson Non-Shater July 10 18 18 
Orksoy Juq 5 55 20 TorAL 288 
As shown above, Mr. Norfleet averaged 28 bushels per acre on his beans that were planted in early June whereas on similiar type land he averaged onq 20 bushels on those planted May 12. In both cases the Ogden variety was used the drought materialy cut the yield of his earlier planting. No 
other positive conclusions can be made because of noncomparable factors. There has been great difficulty in harvesting because of extremely wet fields but as last year these farmers find that by using steel wheels on their tractors they were able to pul their combines when rubber tired 
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tractors could not be used. Both Mr. Norfleet and Mr. Mitchel .fertilized with 200 pounds of 4-10-6 per acre on their early crops arrl both have ex­perienced harvesting more beans where no fertilizer was used folowing Irish potatoes. The soybean yield this year was 15 to 20 percent greater per acre than last year, however, the per bushel price of $2.JO per bushel is rough:!3 one-third less than last year. 
Legwnes for~ Demonstration: There folows an account of alfalfa on Brays Islam P tation as furnished by Bob Garland, Farm Supervisor: 
Account of 22 Acres of Alfalfa on Brays Island Plantation 
Seeded -September, 1947 Kansas variety -40 pounds cross driled per acre (more than necessary). Cultipacked two ways. Folowed Crotalaria (Early S. c.) -(no crotalaria appeared in alfalfa). 
Lime - 2 tons per acre -June 1948 Fertilizer -1000 pounds per acre of 4-8-12-driled with seedo Double inoculated seed. After first cuting -500 pounds fertilizer 0-10-10 per acre applied. Started cuting last of March, 1948 (reg. bale -string tied) cured by heated air under tent. 
September 5 -finished 6 cutings. One ton per acre average. Some grass on higher places. Alfalfa -$65.00 per ton delivered -not as good as ours. I am not certain of the soil type but. clay appears at 12 inches. Mr. Garland used 40 pounds per acre of borax. 
As stated above six cutings were made averaging one ten of h~ per acre 
valued at $390.00. A seventh cuting could have been obtained but refertili­zation at the rate of 500 pounds per acre of a 0-10-10 was applied in reseeding the alfalfa on about two-thirds of the area. As there had occurred some loss in stand the plantation now thinks so much of alfalfa that they have seeded an additional forty acres in an effort to meet their hay budget of more than 
600 tons per year. 
Demonstrations using cowpeas and lespedeza as hay crops gave good results and for the most part farmers were successful in curing good amounts of hay. 
Annual Grazing Crops: Cat tail milet and sweet Sudan grass, with the addition of cowpeas or soybeans continues to give good summer grazing. J.B. Snow, Brays Island Plantation, W. A. Campbel, and E. C. Gale value Crimson Clover as a vecy good annual grazing crop. 
Soil Building Demonstrations: The Dixie Wonder pea as a soil builder is 
liked by some fanners. A vast majority of the farmers appear to favor snail grains as a souflce of obtaining more organic mater. 
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Grain Sorghwns: Very good growth of Hegari was obtained on some 50 acres at Br~s Isl and Plantation arrl Hughes Lake likes this crop as a grain producer. As was the cast last year, al'D\Y worms and black birds 
were pests which bothered this crop. 
Name 
M. M. Smith 
Coastal Bermuda Grass Demonstration 
Acreage 
6/10 
Remarks 
Was heavily grazed by 35 cows during a 
good portion of the summer. It made 
luxurious growth but due to lack of 
time no hay was cut. 
AAA Placement of Seeds and Materials: 
Dalis Grass ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fescue••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Annual Rye Grass ••••••••••••••••••••• 
White Dutch Clover ••••••••••••••••••• Comm.on Vetch ••••.••••••••••••••••.••• 
Limestone •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18% Superphosphate ••••••••••••••••••• 
305 pounds 
100 pounds 
1,000 pounds 500 pounds 5,000 pounds 
1,236 tons 300 ½ tons 
These deliveries were made through the PMA program but the agent 
cooperated fuly and campaigned for judicious use of these materials 
and seeds. 
Permanent Pastures: The establishment and improvement of permanent 
pastures in the county continued to be promoted in 1948. Farmers doing 
notewortb;y work with permanent pastures are Frederick Ewing, Brays Island 
Plantation, w. A. Campbel, Sr., c. E. Henry, c. s. Mitchel, M. M. Smith, 
Hoyt McCaskil, Mack Woods, J. B. Snow, Harry Cram, Dan Lesesne and Hughes 
Lake. Extension specialists assisted pushing this work and helped with the 
making of several farm plans. 
Miscelaneous 
The agent ani J. D. Coleman assisted in developing plans for establishing 
lawns around the new Naval Hospital using centipede as the basic grass. The 
contract to do this work has been let and work on this phase of the work wil 
commence in the spring. The area is now seeded to Italian J:cy-e grass. 
Fescue: During 1947 more than a ton of Fescue, including tal.l alto and 
Kentucky 31, was seeded in Beaufort County. Gener~, this project has been 
a complete flop and fanners wasted their money in buying the seed which turned 
out to be almost 100% Italian Rye grass. K. M. Johnson does have a reasonably 
good stand of fescue which he speaks highly of as being more sought after by 
his catle than a:rzy-of his other grasses. The agent is not pushing the plant­
of fescue this year but several hundred pounds have been placed with W. • 
Campbel, Manor Bostick, Hughes Lake and others. 
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Pasture Fertilization Demonstrations: Three pasture fertilization demonstrations were completed, the summary of which folows: 
Name 
W. A. Campbel 
M. M. Smith 
Frederick Ewing 
Pasture Fertilization Demonstrations 
Add. fert. No. applied per Beef Acres acre in Febo Catle 
3 800 lbs. of a 0-5-S 200 
3 Do 
3 Do 100 
Dairy Catle 
so 
Animal Units Carried 
4 
2 
2 
In the 3 pasture demonstrations which fertilizer was applied to sods containing a preponderance of Dalis grass, White Dutch or Ladino clover and w.ith lesser amounts of Bermuda grass, lespedeza and subterranean clover. 
Each of the farmers applied the fertilizer for these demonstrations in addition to their customary amounts and al are of the opinion that their results highly justified the use of the additional fertilizing materials. There was more luxuriant growth and striking evidence that carried gra~ing much more heavily on the treated portions. The estimates on the animal units carried is consid­ered to be conservative as the pastures were very superior to what we ordinar;i+y speak of as good pastures. 
TV'A AmmoniUll Nitrate Demonstrations: In cooperation with the Farmers Cooperative Educational Association of South Carolina and the TVA, 15 amo­niwa nitrate educational demonstrations were placed with the folowing farmers in early November: 
.Ammonium Nitrate Demonstrators 
100-lb. bags Am. Nitrate (33%) Intended Use Name Received A. Per. Past. A. An. Grazing 
McLeod Brothers 90 90 60 est. C •• s• Mitchel 60 45 25 M. M. Smith 40 101 M. L. Bostick 20 20 Brays Island Plantation 80 so 56 J. H. Butler 20 20 
J. B. Snow 40 40 Mike Webb 10 20 H. S. Cram 60 114 c. A. Pinckney 20 25 15 W.W. Niver 5 10 K. M. Johnson 40 40 40 Charles Henry 10 20 C. F. Koth 15 17 W. A. Campbel, Sr. 90 60 est. 30 est. TOTl.s 600 sot 391 
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Whereas, there are no results to report at this time because the 
demonstrations have only recently been established and some farmers have not completely applied their fertilizer, but al understand that it is to be applied during 1948, we expect favorable results and hope that additional materials may be obtained next year. 
Silage: Silage production is not being recommended strongly but 
an account folows of silage put up by three farms this year. 
Name Tona Kind of Silage 
Brays Island Plantation 
W. A. Campbel 270 150 
Grass Legume and Hegaria Corn and Soybeans McLeod Brothers 150 est. Sweet corn and same bean& 
Coton: Coton is a minor crop in Beaufort County. No enterprise records were kept on this crop but effective entomology work is covered in that section. 
State Pasture Commitee observing excelent pasture on W. A. Campbel's pasture near Sheldon. Good balance of clovers and grasses coupled with judicious use of ferti­lizers carried 4 cow units per acre during most of the 
year. -, 
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Other views of Campbel's wonderful pasture of 
White Dutch clover, sub. clover, dalis grass and other grasses. Many other farmers of the 
county produced high quality pastures also. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Animal husbandry work in Beaufort County during 1948 consisted of educational work with swine and beef catle, including showing and judging 
as wel as livestock feeding demonstrations with Irish potatoes in the 
rations. 
Swine: Practicaly al of our hog farmers bu;,y-feeders and sel them as tops and comparatively a few make a practice of breeding hogs, hence 
only a few purebreds were actualy placed by the agent in the county. 
Record of Purebred Boars Placed in County 
Name Number Breed Age Price 
C. S. Mitchel 2 Poland China 12 mos. $240.00 
Although no purebred gilts were placed by the agent a number of fa.rmera secured purebred Hampshires from J. B. Snow, W. H. Graham and McLeod Brothers who last year bought many animals at the sel-out sale at Br~s Island Planta­
tion. 
Fat Barrows: There folows a record of 4-H club fat barrows at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show: 
Record of Fat Barows at Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show 
Name Number Placing Prize Value 
Beney Duncan 1 1st. $10.00 $115.00 E. c. Duncan 1 6th 5.00 ,a.oo Jack Duncan 1 29.40 
Reese Gibson, Jr. 2 105.05 
TOTALS 5 $15.00 $307.95 
BeilV Duncan exhibited the grand champion fat barrow and received a silver loving cup for this honor. Records of the above clubsters are 
covered more in detail in the 4-H club section of this report. 
Record of 4-H Steers at Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Shaw 
Name Number Placing Prize Value 
Neal Creekmore, Jr. 1 1st. $38.80 ia,295.00 Davis Dempsey 1 4.85 171.36 Charles Godley 2 9.70 275.36 
TOTAIS 4 $53.35 $1,741.72 
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Neal Creekmore, Jr. exhibited the grand champion fat ~teer and re­ceived a silver loving cup in addition to $38.80 in prize money for this honor. 
Summary Beef Buls Placed in 1948 
Name Number Breed Age Price 
C. S. Mitchel 1 Hereford 1 yr. $ 300.00 H. c. Cram 2 Angus 1 yr. 750.00 Hughes Lake 1 Hereford 1 yr. 325.00 Lee Tuten 1 Hereford 1 yr. 300.00 c. c. Plats 1 Hereford 1 yr. 300.00 E. c. Parnel 1 Hereford 1 yr. 320.00 
TOT.AL5 6 $2295.00 
Brays Island Plantation bought a purebred Angus bul from the Michigan State Colege of Agriculture for an amount in excess of $40,000. This bul is reported to be one of the five best Angus buls in the United States. 
Summary Beef Buls Placed 
Year Hereford Angus Poled Hereford Total 
1935 5 2 4 11 1936 1 2 l 1.0 1937 9 0 0 9 1938 5 1 2 8 1939 4 1 1 6 1940 2 1 4 1 1941 3 l 0 4 1942 0 1 5 6 1943 7 1 2 10 1944 0 2 l 3 1945 3 2 8 13 1946 7 2 0 9 1947 0 4 7 11 1948 5 2 0 7 TOfALS >7 ~~ 3> lJ!i 
Hog Feeding Demonstrations: The results of hog feeding demonstrations using surplus government Irish potatoes folows: 
Hogs -Government ~otato Feeding Demonstrations 
ue Avg. Avg. at Forage 
wt. gain 7~ T. or M. Or er in in per F. Mo Sal.t grain fed fed fed Cooked Ra:marka Yes Yes Pas :ure No • !es Yes Pasture No None None Pasture No 15 .Lb. J½ bu. 
T. D&iY Salt corn da No Fre uggins 101. O None None Pasture No 0 great va1ue as ee, 
i H. Jacobs 672I-772~ 2~ None saved ma $50.00. None Pasture Yes Made good feed when cooked. c. A. Barnes Yes Salt Corn & Jt Tomatoes No Think 15 bu. corn saved. Marion Singleton 6/9-877 9 Bo 12 30 21.00 l50 lbs. Made slRer gains but Sp.Feed Salt Pastm-e No economical. Irthur Donaldson o79-tl71~ 2 ISG m ~.Bo 2 '6u. corn No None H. E. McCracken o7?-?7io 23 l20 JO 161 70.70 lOO 1hs.T. 15 bu. 100 .Lbs. oats 20,% Salt 15 bu. Feeding cooked is beter. Supp. & M. corn No Potatoes make slower gains. C. I. Barnes 6/2-o/7 14 75 7 25 17.50 16 bu. corn No When cooked2 fast 1a1ns. w. H. Stanley 671<>-7/20 bO 70 oi 200 lio.oo 35 lbs. 
2°" H. Yes Pasture Yes Saving on feed cost. 
David Barnwel 7/l-8/15 25 35 45 lOO 70.00 feed daz Yes Pasture 
& Grain Yes None es as & P. 
es Corn 
No PI Garbaie 
(Continued) 
Hogs -Government .Potato Feeding Demonstrations -Continued 
V ua Avg. Avg. No. at Forage 
wt. gain 100-lb. 10, T. or M. or or No. in in bags F. M. Salt Grain Head lbs. wt. rec1d. Fed Fed Fed Cooked Remarks 
0 9 Yes atis acto •e • 
0 es atisfaetory fee and reduced feed bil. M. t. Bosticlc 15 days 44 50 64 44.Bo Yes Salt Pasture Satisfactory feed and 
& Grain Ne reduced feed bil. 70.00 Yes Pasture Yes Do Pasture Yes C) 
~ Pasture & Grain No Do J.B. Duncan 30 days i 66 - 30 21.00 Yes Salt Grain Yes Do L. F. lTice 28 days 28 60 110 77.00 No No Grain No Do 
Rosa Seigler 4o day-s 36 85 156 109.20 Yes sa:i.t Corn & .Pasture No De Fred Graves 30 days 20 75 - 75 52.50 Yes Salt Corn & Pasture No Do I. W. Niver 24 days 16 75 25 Yes Salt Corn & Pasture No Do . No sait Pasture No No. t orn No No No Pasture - No t Com No Salt Corn No Salt Corn 0 
Tota1 -.34 farmers 3102 $2.,171.40 
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This summary indicates that 34 farmers fed 3,102 one-hundred pound bags of potatoes valued at $2,170.40 as feed to 960 hogs. From the 
partialy completed records and testimonials, these hogs made relatively 
good gains when fed Irish potatoes properly supplmented with proteins, minerals, and grain. Beter results were obtained from cooking than from 
feeding raw. Certain of the farmers report quite a saving in the feed bil and no reports were obtained of hogs that may have choked to death. 
Results of potatoes being fed to beef catle folow: 
Part of W. A. Campbel's catle grazing wel balanced pasture of White Dutch 
Clover, Dalis grass, mixed grasses and sub. clover. 
Beef Catle -Government Potato Feeding Demonstrations 
Val.ue '.M. or Forage 
Avg. Avg. No. at Salt or wt.· gain 100-lb. 10, Fed Grain 
Ne. in in bags per Fed Cooked Remarks Farmer's Name Period Head lbs. wt. rec'd 
300 W. A. Caapbel 6/8-6/16 170 600 30 256 $179.20 free Pasture No choice Kost of potatoes rotted Braye Island. 270 189.00 No before feeding 
0 Bl.aka Cros est. 75 52.50 es Both No Got through Jasper Count 
est. 75 52.50 yes Both No Got tbrou Jasper Coll asture 6/3-8/1 98 550 180 6:,li 611.80 yes & Grain No Kade economical feed Pasture c. s. Mitchel 6/3-8/3 76 ,oo no 273 191.10 yes & Grain No Made big difference Pasture 
W. M. Swain 6/5-7/15 34 625 90 183 128.10 yes & Grain No Good gains Pasture 
A. Pe Mew 6/20-7/15 JO 500 55 116 81.20 yes & Grain No Saved feed bil Pas ure K. M. Johnson 6/3-7/10 42 550 100 175 1.'22 • .$0 yes & Grain No Big saving il feed 
Total-9 farmers 2,297 $1 /6,0'7 •90 
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This Slllla:ry shows that 9 farmers fed 2,297 one-hundred pound bags 
of Irish potatoes valued at $1,607.90 to 515 head of catle with generaly favorable results. Feed was saved and no choking from eating whole potatoes 
was reported. 
Beef Herd Management: W. A. Campbel and Frederick Ewing have found 
it more profitable to feed out Brahma catle than other breeds. These 
catle are extremely hardy, can tolerate hot weather and make remarkable 
gains even on pasture and minerals. On the farms of Brays Island Planta­tion, M. M. Smith, J. B. Snow, J. A. White, McLeod Brothers, A. W. Bissel, 
and in addition to the two farms already mentioned, are progreasiveq im­proving the care and management of their herds. The agent, along with the 
livestock specialist, has given time:cy-assistance to these and other beef catle raisers and feeders. 
Angus Field Day: The South Carolina Aberdeen-Angus Field D~ was held at Brays Island Plantation with an atendance of about 450. Beef catle judging.and a tour of pasture and grazing demonstrations was led 
by the various state and out-of-state specialists. 
:Miscelaneous: Brays Island Plantation won wel over 100 placings 
in various beef catle shows held in maey parts of the nation during 1948. 
The:i:r premiums ran wel over $2,500.00. J. A. White Is plantation did very wel at many shows also. 
Beaufort's 4-H Livestock Judging Team placed second at the Edisto­Savannah Fat Stock Show. J. T. Graves helped the agent in training this creditable team. 
As was the case last year the freezer locker plant at Pritchardvile 
containing 234 boxes and the one at Beaufort with a capacity of 60 boxes 
are practicaly 100% rented. The covenient services afforded are being enjoyed by many patrons. 
Charles Godley and his two 4-H steers at Edisto-Savannah Livestock Show in Ehrhardt. 
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DAIRYING 
Extension work in dairying consisted mainly in the placing of 
purebred sires, feed production, improving facilities around dairies, constructing of milking parlors, holding a field day and forage schools 
as wel as cooperation with the Jasper milk route and in the conducting of two dairy cow feeding demonstrations including Irish potatoes. 
Name 
Wilie Pinclmey w. A. Campbel J. W. Barnwel 
TOI'ALS 
*Dual Purpose 
Summary Dairy Buls Placed in 1948 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
3 
Breed 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
*Milking Shorthorn 
Cost 
$400.00 330.00 255.00 $965.00 
The buls placed with Wilie Pinckney of Bluffton and J. W. Barnwel of 
Dale were purchased by the county for service in communities. The cows to be bred to these animals have been tested for Bang's Disease and Tuberculosis and 
a great increase in the quality of stock is expected from the use of these buls. An additional bul is to be bought at an early date. 
Although the agent did not place any purebred cows and heifers, a good 
man;y were obtained through the dairy specialist and the county agent of 
Chester County, especialy those bought by W. A. Campbel. ApproJdJnate~ 50 dairy cows have been bought by W. A. Canpbel and M. M. Smith dur:ing the year. 
Growing and Curing Quality Roughages: No complete records were obtained but much hay of high quality was cured out. 
Annual Grazing Crops: Dairy farmers have had goC>d results using cat tail milet and sweet sudan grass as annual grazing crops. A mixture of 
oats, rye and vetch has also been popular. 
Permanent Pas~ures: Discussed under Agronomy section. 
Silage: Discussed under Agronomy section. 
Dairy Buildings and Equipment: Radical improvements have been made 
in our dairies in order to meet the requirements of the State Board of 
Health. 
M. M. Smith of Dale completed a 15 cow milking parlor, while W. A. 
Campbel of Sheldon completed a 20 cow unit. Modified Clemson plans were 
used. 
Polk Brothers have added to iheir twenty-five hundred dolar pasteurizing 
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outfit and have been processing milk from several growers. 
Forage Schools: Three forage schools were held in the Beaufort, 
Dale and Bluffton sections of the county with a total atendance of 65. There was a very great amount of interest shown by those atending. These schools were conducted by Messrs. Woodle and Craven. These schools have helped a goodl.y nlDlber of farmers meet the feed requirements for their 
cows. 
Dairy Feeding Demonstrations: Two milk cow feeding demonstrations are covered in the folowing summary: 
. !
Frederick Ewing's Crimson Clover provided abundant early grazing for dai:ry catle near Sheldon. 
Dairy Catle -Government Potato Feeding Demonstrations 
V ue Avg. Avg. No. at T. or Forage 
wt. gain 100-lb. 70¢ F. 14. M. or or No. in in bags per fed Salt grain Farmer's Name Period Head lbs. wt. rec'd. bag fed fed Cooked Remarka Pasture Good supplementary feed Olie .Pinckney 6/24-8/1 20 Same 200 $154.00 No Yes & Grain No (Must be fed wel in milk - advance of milking.) Salt Pasture & Jas. w. Barnwel 6/20-8/S 2 34 23.80 F.M. 0nly 4 bu. com No Cows gave more milk. 
.!i Total-~ farmers ~34 1177.Bo ...:t I 
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This table indicates that two farmers fed 234 one-hundred pound bags of potatoes to dairy cows. They reported that the cows gave the same or more milk with a reduction in feed requirements from other feeds. 
Guernsey Field Day: The South Carolina Guernsey Catle Club held its armual field day at Brays Island Plantation. on April 10 with an atendance 
of approximately 450 people from al parts of the state. Both in and out­of-state specialists conducted the judging exercises and led in a tour of the annual grazing and permanent pasture demonstra~ions on the farm where year around grazing comes close to being a fact. 
Marketing 
Milk Routes: Brays Island Plantation, Olie Pinckney, Wilie Pinckney, 
Frederick Elfing and W. A. Campbel have been furnishing approximately 5qt; 
of the milk being transported to Charleston fran Beaufort, Jasper, and Hampton Counties. Polk Brothers import 4.50 galons of milk per week from Charleston to supplement the milk they process from local dairies to supply their Beaufort trade. This is an improved situation as last year they were having to import 1,050 galons per week. This indicates that more milk is being produced and being used in Beaufort and at the same time more is being 
shipped to Charleston than was the case last year. Eventualy, we hope that the needless hauling of milk from Charleston back to Beaufort wil be elim.­inated because just by keeping more of B~auf ort produced milk in the county it can be processed and serve the entire requirements of Beaufort with the extra transportation costs that have to be borne under the present arrange­ments eliminated. 
22 acres of Alfalfa produced 132 tons of high quality hay for Brays Island Plantation near Sheldon. 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in Entomology and Plant Pathology in 1948 consisted of work in crop diseases, crop insects, fence post treatment, beekeeping, 
soil fumigation, work with catle ticks, screw worms, hog cholera, rat eradication and sleeping sickness among horses and mules. 
Crop Diseases: Many buletins and circulars were distributed and Ti.sits made in the interest of disease and insect control in grain and truck crops. This help was rendered cooperatively with the Extension 
entomologist, bee specialist, and personnel of the Clemson Colege Truck Experiment Station. Besides the above many- informal. meetings, a very important one was conducted by officials of the Experiment Station at which there was an atendance of 35, covering important phases of disease and insect problems on truck crops. 
Late Blight Control: Same damage was caused by late blight on tomatoes but farmers have learned to keep this disease in check by judicious spraying and dusting with copper compounds contain 6 to 7 percent cupricide, as recommended by the experiment station. Experi­ence has taught our farmers to take every precaution against leting this destructive disease get out of control. 
Late blight caused a smal reduction in potato yields, however the main cause for our very short crop was too much rain throughout the planting and growing sea88n. 
Cucumber Blight Resistant Varieties: For fal plantings, John Tras~ McLeod Brothers, Jones Brothers, Ed Mitchel and Manor Bostick obtained 52 pounds of blight resistant seed, consisting of Palmeto, s. c. 5 ands. c. 
6 fran the experiment station. Whereas, complete and detailed information is being obtained regarding their demonstrations by the experiment station as this is being writen; it is concluded that fal cucumbers can be pro-
1duced profitably in Beaufort County when the market does not drop as it 
did during the fal of this year. The Palmeto variety yielded longer but both the s. c. 5 ands. C. 6 made greater yields but showed a tendency to have holow centers which is undesirable. Al of these varieties exhibited a marked resistance to blight ( down;y mildew) bl.t a rigid spray and dusting schedule was carried out as recommended by the experiment station. 
Mosaic Resistant Sugarcane: Mosaic resistant sugarcanes are recom­mended to growers and from observation of cane being produced in Beaufort most al of it is of the resistant types. 
Potato Diseases and Insects: Most potato diseases and insects were handled by the use of standard insecticides and fungicides. 
Broccoli: Especialy in the fal season Zerlate and Parzate tended to control gray leaf spot, however as last year rain nulified effects of the chemicals. 
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Sabadila Dust: Sabadila continued to control the harlequin bug, squash bug and chinch bug. 
Mexican Bean Beetle: Rotenone and Cryolite was effective in contrel­ling bean beetles for C. s. Mitchel and McLeod Brothers. 
Ary Worm Damage: A series of outbreaks consisting of army worms, 
corn ea.rworms, and related warms remained a problem among regular field 
crops and truck crops. The use of a 5% DDT at an average rate of 20 powids per acre gave good results. 
Arrrry worms and soybean caterpilars were held in check by two appli­
cations of si DD at the rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre on the farms of Earl Norfleet am c. s. Mitchel in the Dale section. Poisoned bait was recommended for the use of combating army worms in pastures but farmers 
realy used various compounds containing odorless BHD and Chlordane. Stock was kept off the treated areas from three to four weeks. The re­
sults were favorable. . Soil Fumigation: There was rather widespread use of DD as a soil 
fumigant before planting fal cukes and in a number of cases before 
planting tomatoes. Results varied from no noticeable results on cucum­bers on the McLeod farm to 50 to 75 percent increase of cukes and tomatoes 
on Ed San:iers' fa:nn. The results encountered by Jones Brothers YfaS especial~ striking. Ed Sanders am the Jones Brothers have learned from experience that 
they get healthier and stockier plants from their tomato beds which have been treated. Ed Sanders has assembled an outfit for doing custom soil treating. 
This year most of the soil treatment was done in strips folowing plant rows at a rate of about 50 pounds per acre and wireworms and nematodes were con­troled in infected fields. 
Weed Kilin;: Large acreages have been treated for the past two years on Brays Island lantation with 24D to control thistles in smal grains. They report this operation as being 100% successful. 
Aphids on Vegetables: Aphids were effective~ controled by the use of a 1% Isotox dust at the rate of 20 pounds per acre •. 
Mole Crickets: The mole cricket did much damage and standard poison baits recommended gave partial control from these rodents. 
White Grubs: Benzene hexachloride and moth bals gave good results in controling white grubs or June grubs in grass seeds. 
Corn Eanrorms: John Steitz of Bluffton secured good control of corn 
earworms where he applied DDT properly consisting of at least three appli­cations, however, in the portion of his 200 acre tract where only one application was made loss from the com earworm was so great that he lost 
money on his enterprise. 
Grain Aphids: W. A. Campbel and J. B. Snow applied 1% Isotox to 
their badly infected oat crops. In both cases they obtained almost perfect 
riddance from aphids. 
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Bol Weevil Poisoning: Thirty-a.even hundred and fifty pounds of BHC-DDT bol weevil poisoning was applied this year by farmers in the 
D~le section by some 25 farmers with 12 hand dusters. Their results 
were very gratifying. David Barnwel averaged a bale per acre. He 
stated that for many years he had made very litle coton and had been planting it mostly from habit. 
Miscelaneous: Standard insecticides handled most otheh crop pests 
successfuly. 
Catle Ticks: W. A. Campbel cont~ued to get results from use of 
Cooper's Stock Dip With an addition of 5% DDT. The ticks are controled by the dip and the DDT controls the lice. 
Screw Worms: Farmers encounter litle screw worm trouble because 
they almost always automaticaly take the precautionary measure of using 
screw worm smear number 62 lhen there is danger of infection. 
Hog Cholera: Hundreds of hogs have been vaccinated against hog 
cholera by the State Veterinarian's office and few outbreaks have occurred. The agent has arranged with Dr. McKee on many occasions for 
vaccinations, and he has readily obliged. 
Rat Eradication Program: In February 558 pounds of fortified red squil rat bait were placed with farmers in the county in our county-wide rat eradication program. General.4" the results were very good. Jeff 
Bishop of Lobeco found 38 dead rats in his corn crib and many others on his premises after he had used the bait. 
In our fal rat control program orders for 300 pounds of rat bait 
have already been taken. Campaign Day is December 10. 
Sleeping Sickness: Outbreaks of sleeping siclmess among horses and 
mules of the county caused the white and colored agents to organize a 
campaign and secure the services of the State Veterinarian's office in the treating of 475 animals against the deadly disease. The disease was rapidly brought under control, this being atributed largely to the vac­cinations. 
Fence Post Treatment: Many buletins explaining the process of 
treatment have been circulated but the greatest amount of treatment has been at Pritchard.vile under the supervision of the agricultural teacher lho has treated hundreds of !)Gists using the creosote dip method. He has performed an important service for the Bluffton am Pritchardvile com­
munities. Posts in the county which have been treated with zinc chloride am corrosive sublimate in past years are remaining in sound condition With the exception of those in l<nr places where there is some breakdown. 
Beekeeping: Beekeepers in the county were visited during the year 
by the bee specialist and the agent. The agent took care of requests for 
transferring, requeening, extracting and moving bees. 
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Summary of Bee Work 
E.xt.racting 
Name Colonies Moving Transferring Re9.ueening Honel 
John Trask 4 0 0 0 4 A.H. Kent 8 0 0 2 0 
Alex Ferguson 3 0 0 0 3 w. A. Campbel 25 25 1 0 8 c.A. Barnes 1 7 1 4 0 Lincoln Galopp 23 23 18 12 0 McLeod Brothers 1 1 1 0 5 
TOTALS 78 62 27 18 20 
The above indicates that the agent took part in moving 62 colonies of bees, transferring 27, requeening 18 and extr.acting 20 from 20. 
McLeod Brothers, Ed Sanders, John Trask, am others feel that bees near fields of cucumbers and other truck crops makes for beter polination. This theory has been borne out in tests in this county and interest in bees has increased very greatly during the year. 
W. A. Campbel has observed that his crimson clover and white dutch 
clover yielded many more seed than in previous years when only wild bees did the polinating. 
Lincoln Galopp has shown much interest in beekeeping and has ex­panded his enterprise from a fe,r hives to 23. He, along with the agent 
and bee specialist have and wil continue to work with their increasing 
number of beekeepers. 
Mrs. Colin Campbel and E. S. Prevost examining bees--25 hives placed on Campbel farm near Sheldon. 
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FORESTRY 
Forestry work in 1948 included planting cork oak acorns, fir• prevention, timber examinations and marking, tree planting programs and radio broadcasts. 
Cork Oak Acorns: About 150 4-H club boys and girls received 560 cork oak acorns for planting. Most of the acorns ca.me up, however as has been our past experience, only a few sunived due mostly to clubstera not closely folowing ;lanting instructions. Rodents appeared to be a big factor in kiling the smal seedlings. 
Pine Seedlings: Distribution of Pine Seedlings for fiscal year 1947-1948. 
Name 
J. M. Cebalos Albert Ernest James L. Ford Wiliam G. Hil Harry B. Holins Harry B. Holins 
A. P. Mew Wiliam Mitchel Joseph Shanklin Frank c. Singleten Lehew White 
TOTAL 
Address 
Dale Savannah, Ga. Seabrook Beaufort Sheldon Sheldon 
Pritchardvile Seabrook Burton Burton 
Hardeevile 
Species 
Slash Slash Slash Slash Slash Longleaf Slash 
Slash Slash Slash Slash 
Number 
10,000 200,000 1,000 2,000 4,000 1,000 
5,000 2,500 8,400 2,000 
5,000 240 000 
Survival checks showed very great variations from one farm to another. This variation is from 15 to 95 percent. 
Seedling Orders as of October 10, 1948 
Name Address Species Number 
R. L. Varn Beaufort Slash 1,000 Ruth Graves Pritchard.vile Slash 5,000 Roy Sherrer Lobeco Slash 1,000 John M. Sturgeon Bluffton Slash 5,000 H. E. McCracken Bluffton Slash 1,000 
J. W. McIntire Savannah, Ga. Slash 33,000 Ed Mitchel Lobeco Slash 2,000 
TOTAL 48 ooo 
Forest~ Broadcasts: Two forestry broadcasts over W.T.o.c. in Savannah, entitled Rseective Cuting of Fara Woodlands" and "Forest Fire Prevention" 
were given by the agent and Forest Ranger Wisner. 
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Woodland Examination and Selective Cuting 
Landowner 
Howard Corlies 
G. G. Dowling J. T. Graves Hughes Lake J. J. Pringle Morris Schein TOTAL 
Woodland Examination Acres 
250 
200 62 400 65 977 
Acre's Marked .Assistance Bd. ft. 
15 34,108 (Reconmended best forestry practices) 15 58,616 (Recommended best forestry practices) (Recanmended best forestry practices) (Recommended best forestry practices) 96 92,724 
This summa.ry shows that 977 acres of woodland were examined, 90 acres marked, and 92,724 board feet sold. As shown above best forestry practices were recommended and that no marking for four of the six timber owners was done. 
The above services were rendered by the Forestry Service in coopera­tion with the Extension service and was appreciated, as evidenced by the much favorable comment from forest owners as an economic saving to them resulted. Buyers generaly do not like the cuting of marked timber as it makes their cuts more scatered. 
Fire Prevention: Forest Ranger Wisner' s office adjoins that of the agent and al possible assistance is given him concerning fire prevention and other phases of his work. Publicity is frequently before the public, emphasizing the necessity of protecting forests from fire. 
As was the case last year many miles of fire lanes have been cut and four fire towers are in the county as folows: Hunting Island, Ladies Islam., Sheldon and Pritchardvile. Mr. Wisner, along with his wardens, towermen and volunteer workers are able fire fighters with their modern equipment which includes radio communication, trucks, tractors, water pumps and other pieces of fire fighting equipment. 
LWlber: In spite of continued heavy consumption there is plenty of lumber on the mil yards and a slight decrease in price is 1n evidence. 
Tree Planting Demonstration: On December 4, a tree planting demlm­stration was conducted near Lobeco with an atendance of 71, consisting mostly of negro agricultural classes of boys and Teterans. An explanation and demonstration of how to plant was folowed by students and others doing the actual planting. The demonstration was timeq and examinations shaw that a good survival of the trees planted that day was had. 
Other forestry work included 4-H club programs on trees, preventing fires and forest planting. 
Campaigns: As last year rural fire prevention and various fire and conservation campaigns were featured with encouraging results. 
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FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
Boys' 4-H club work was conducted in four communities in Beaufort county in 19481 with an enrolment of 77 farm boys. Each club is in charge of a local leader, and regular monthly meetings are held with each club. 
Summary of enrolment and completions: Folowing is given a list of the clubs and a summary of enrolment and completions: 
Summary 4-H Club Enrolment and Completions 
Completed Percent Complet-Name of Club Enrolment Demonstrations ing Demonstrations 
Beaufort 5th Grade 21 18 86 Beaufort 6th Grade 14 13 93 Beaufort High 25 16 64 Bluffton 9 7 77 Lobeco 8 5 63 TOTls 77 59 76 
Folowing is given a ·summary of 4-H club enrolment of boys and 
yearly completions from 1935-1948: 
Year 
1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
TOTALS 
Summary 4-H Club Enrolment and Completions -193S-1948 
Enrolment 
il 127 185 81 
63 87 68 63 106 96 
67 52 82 
77 1265 
Completions 
43 30 39 52 26 71 21 
21 
38 49 47 42 60 59 598 
Percent Completions 
38 23 21 64 41 82 31 34 36 41 70 81 
73 76 
Summ 4-H club demonstrations: On the folowing·page is given a summary of -H cub demonstrations completed in 1948: 
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Summary Completed Demonstrations -1948 
Demonstrations No. Coapleted Value Cost Profit 
Pig 12 • 610.05 $ 493.30 $ 176.75 Calf 9 2.,350.12 1.,253.87 1.,096.25 Garden 10 198.55 132.30 66.25 Poultry 26 1.,682.12 1.,396.35 285.77 Rabbits 2 20.15 17.50 2.65 Ducks 1 8.oo 5.55 2.45 TOTAI.S 60 I 4.,928.99 $ 3,298.87 $1.,630.12 
This SUl1Jl1181'Y' shOW's that the 4-H club boys completed 61 demonstrations., 
produced farm products to the valuation of $4,928.99 and at a cost of $3.,298.87., leaving them a net profit of $1,630.12. 
Four-H Club Records 
Folowing is given a summary of 4-H club records completed in 1948. 
Summary 4-H Club Pig Records 
Total Total Total Name No. Animals Value Cost Profit 
Jimmie Rogers 1 $ 12.00 $ 10.50 $ 1.50 K. M. John on 1 35.00 42.50 -1.50 Bilie Blackmon l 48.00 40.00 8.00 Alvin Crosby 1 62.20 46.25 15.95 Norman Gay 1 69.90 53.70 16.20 Richard Davidson l 46.55 34.60 11.95 Ronald Davidson l 55.45 33.00 22.45 Jas. W. Davis l 33.00 27.00 6.00 E. c. Duncan 1 58.oo 42.50 15.50 Jack Duncan 1 29.90 15.75 14.15 Beney Duncan 1 u5.oo 46.50 68.50 
Reese Gibson., Jr. 2 105.05 101.00 4.05 TOTALS 13 $ 670.05 I 493.30 $ 176.75 
( 
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Sumiary 4-H Club Beef Calf Records 
Name No. Animals 
Ma.ck McLeod Clifford Padget 
Jimmie Pole Neil Creelanore, Jr. Davis Dempsey 
Charles Godley 
TOTALS 
3 l 
1 
l 
1 
2 
9 
Total Value 
$ 396.40 22.00 190.00 1.,295.00 171.36 275.36 $2,350.12 
Summary 4-H Garden Records 
No. Total 
Name Acres Value 
Crexton F. Mobley 1/8 $ 17.00 Gary Odaffer 1/8 l.4.60 Lewis Young 1/8 15.70 
SlilDJIW' Gray 1/8 5.50 Jimmie Keley 1/8 s.oo Bilie Blackmon 1/4 30.10 Richard Ihley 1/8 40.00 Raymond Cooler 1/8 12.65 Coty Pinckney 1/8 14.00 Jimmie Bailey 1/8 41.00 
TOTls 11/4 1198.55 
Summary 4-H Rabbit Records 
No. Total 
Name Rabbits Value 
Wiliam Hofman 8 $15.15 Robert Youmans 2 5.00 TOTlS lo $20.15 
Summary 4-H Duck Recm-ds 
No. Total 
Name Ducks Val.ue Haru Wilson 10 $8.00 
TOI' IO 1a.oo 
Total Cost 
$ 369.25 20.00 182.50 357 .28 129.25 195.$9 $1.,253.87 
Total Cost 
$ 15.55 5.50 8.25 3.50 8.25 19.60 19.00 7.75 9.00 35.90 $132.30 
Total Cost 
$12.50 5.00 $17.50 
Total Cost 
$5.55 $5.55 
Total Profit 
$ 27.15 2.00 
7.50 937.72 42.11 79.77 
Total Profit 
$ 1.45 9.10 7.45 2.00 -.25 10.50 21.00 4.90 5.00 5.10 $66.25 
Total Profit 
$2.65 
32.65 
Total Profit 
$2.45 $2.45 
L 
. 
l 
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S'UJllB8.l"T 4-H Club Poultry Records 
No. Total Total Total Name Chickens Value Cost Profit 
Gerald Sauls 95 $ 53.60 $ 59.50 $ -5.90 Bily Ferguson 45 36.60 29.40 7.20 Herman Wal ton 50 52.05 43.25 8.80 Joseph Bailey 175 11a.55 126.75 51.80 Herman Lee Cook 75 76.00 61.66 14.34 Lewis Wiliams 50 46.50 37.95 8.55 Murr1.7 Cennelq 100 48.70 36.00 12.70 Emmet Mccrackin, Jr. 40 328.70 269.20 59.50 Edward Johnson 100 33.10 24.15 8.95 Pat Harley 100 32.50 20.50 12.00 Bily Turner 75 42.20 36.50 5.70 Coty Pinckney 25 36.00 32.00 4.00 John Barbieni 25 15.,00 14.00 1.00 Char le s Ramsey 35 42.75 37.70 5.05 J.M. Sauls 86 24.30 20.60 3.70 Roger Gray 30 46.35 4l.!iO 4.95 Donald Young 25 19.10 19.70 -.60 BilJw Ramsey 12 15.85 11.60 4.25 Steve Bishop 100 73.42 65.00 8.42 Paul Holmes 30 59.05 52.00 1.05 Stephen Schein 15 16.10 14.90 1.20 Frankie Bailey 200 155.20 130.25 24.95 Kenneth Ramsey 32 46.25 39.50 6.75 Henry Tilman 12, 93.00 75.20 17.80 Adolph Breland 83 83.75 64.20 19.55 Frank Frame 25 27.50 33.44 -5.95 TOTAIS 1753 $1,682.12 #1.,396.35 $285.77 
Four-H Club Camf 
The home am county agent arranged for 65 4-H members to atend Camp Bob Cooper in August only to have plans canceled due to polio. 
Later an outing at Hunting Isl.and State Park 11'8.S planned for 4-H members an:l this camp was canceled also on the advice of the local health department because of polio. 
Four-H Cl.ub Tour 
A boys' club tour was held with an atendance of 10. Three out­standing 4-H demonstrations of livestock were visited and studied on this tour. 
County Recreation 
During~the evening of March 18, O. Romaine Smith, District 4-H Club Agent, talked to the 4-H Club Council and directed an enjoyable play party at the Lobeco School. 
Four-H Club Council 
The felowing is a list of the officers of the Beaufort County 4-H 
Club Council: 
Lilian Jehnson, Seabrook -President Reese Gibson, Jr., Dale -Vice President 
Benny Duncan, Dale -Secretary-Treasurer 
Romaine Smith talked to the council on March 18 after which certain goals to beter the qua1ity of club·work was set for the count,r. These goals 
were not met but at leas't a start was made in the way of developing a 
council and furtheriJ:lg the aims of 4-H club work. 
Livestock Judging Team. 
A livestock judging 'team com.posed of Reese Gibson, Jr., Benn;y Duncan, 
and Neil Creekmore, Jr. placed third in the District 4-H Livestock Judging 
Contest held at Ehrhardt. Although the 1947 team placed higher in competi­tion this year's team was much superior to it. A great deal of time and preparation was devoted in developing the team. 
Edisto-Savannah Fat Barrow Show 
There folows a list of placings and winnings of the Beaufort County 4-H members in Fat Barow competition: 
Be~ Duncan 
E. C. Duncan 
Reese Gibson, Jr. 
Jack Duncan 
1st place 6th place 
2 barrows too fat 1 barrow too fat 
$10.00 5.00 
This makes an aggregate of $15.00. In addition to this outstanding record, Benny Duncan won Grand Champion of the shOW' and for this honor he received 
a silver loving cup and his 275 pound barrow sold for forty cents a pound 
bringing him a total of $110.00 with premiums making a total of $120.00 
In the :fat steer competition Beaufort County 4-H c1ub members won prize money as folows: 
Neil Creekmore, Jr. 1st place 
Davis Dempsey 
Charles Godley (2 animals) 
$38.80 4.85 
9.70 
<' 
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Neil Creekmore won the grand champion fat steer which weighed 1,295 pounds and sold for one dolar per pound, bringing him $1.,295.00 plus $38.80 in prize money., making a total of $1,332.80. 
Sears, Roebuck 4-H Poultry Contest 
Five 4-H club boys and five 4-H club girls received 100 chicks each and entered the contest. Unfortunate~, the contest had to be canceled due to the fact that the chicks turned out to be sexed and there were not enough pulets remaining for a contest. 
General Summary of 4-H Club Awards Earned in 1948 
4-H Barrow Competition 4-H Steer Competition 
TOI'AL 
$15.00 (plus silver loving cup) 53.35 (plus silver loving·cup) $68.35 (plus 2 silver loving cups) 
Miscelaneous 4-H Report for Beaufort County 
Four-H Farm Tenancz: Total club members 77 ; Number whose parents are tenants l3 • 
Conservation Practices: Number who applied lime 2 ; Phosphate l Potash 1 ; NU11.ber who practiced terracing or drainage 1 ; Grew cover crops 2 ; Irrigated garden O ; Improved wildlife -r-i Number 4-H meetings at which AAA practices were taught l ; atendance 145. 
Fair exhibits: Number members exhibiting 8 shown 9 ; Number exhibits winning prizes 5 ; $68.JS:- -
; Number exhibits Prizes in dolars 
Farm Improvement: Articles ma.de --2.,_; Home grounds improved 8 ; Other improvements 1 • 
Total club members: 77 • 
Reese Gibson., Jr. received the County Meat Animal medal for his outstanding work with hogs., while Adolph Breland received the County Poultry Achievement medal for his high quality poultry work. 
Records completed by the Hardeevile 4-H club are covered in the Jasper County report as Assistant County Agent, R. C. Wiggins of Jasper County., har:rled the boys for Beauf rt and Jasper. 
. , 
l 
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Beauf'ort's 4-H Livestock Judging Team consisting of Reese Gibson, Jr.; Neal Creekmore, Jr.; and BeIU\Y Duncan placed 3rd in canpetition at Ehrhardt. 
A judge and Neal Creekmore, Jr., 4-H member, with his Grand Champion Steer 
at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Steer Show. (4-H Clubster Benn;y Duncan won Grand Champion Fat Barrow). 
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HORTICULTURE 
Horticulture extension work in Beaufort County in. 1948 included individual wark, demonstration work, home gardens, sweet potato and truck crops, a truck growers meeting and a truck crop field show at the Clemson Colege Truck Experiment Station near Charleston. 
Home Gardens: Information on home gardens was presented to farmers 
in. the county through 3 circular leters, 7 newspaper articles and at several farmers meetings. A garden calendar and informational material 
were furnished to 250 farm families. The monthly garden leter issued 
by the Extension Service was sent to part of our mailing list on occasions 
and to al on other occasions. 
One sweet potato production demonstration was conducted in the county during 1948. The farmer carried out most of the recommendations with special emphasis on keeping his potato beds plowed as high as possible. 
Name 
M. L. Bostick 
Average per acre 
S~ary Sweet Potato Demonstration 
Yield in Bu. Acres No. l's No. 21s Returns 
2 20 
10 
60 
30 
$82.00 
41.00 
Cost 
$95.00 
47.50 
Profit 
-$13.00 
-6.50 
The sweet potato is gaining in importance in certain parts of Beaufort. Mr. Bostick sold his crop green because of no storage facilities. As shown above he made a very poor yield because of unusualy wet and unf av or able conditions. In good years Mr. Bostick has produced several hundred bushels of salable potatoes per acre on similiar type land. 
Truck Crops: Work with truck crops consisted of production demonstra­tions with Irish potatoes, cucumbers and snapbeans. 
Sunnna.ry Irish Potato Demonstration 
Yield in Bu. 
Name Acres No. 11s No. 21s 
c. s. Mitchel 35 
Average per acre 
2800 
80 
1230 
35 
Returns Cost Profit 
$4182.50 $6300.00 -$2117.50 
119.50 180.00 -60.50 
Mr. Mitchel's record is the exact opposite of his success last year. He fertilized with 1500 pounds of 5-10-5 fertilizer per acre and realized a net loss of $60.50 per acre. La.ta blight was not the chief factor in rld.udin.g 
. 
potato yields but the extremely wet weather at planting time caused much 
roting, hence poor stands. This wet weather continued until harvest time 
and directly caused a most unsatisfactory production of inferior potatoes. 
The market was also so poor that most farmers, including Mr. Mitchel, had 
to market their poor crop of potatoes under the government program. 
Name 
Ed Sanders 
Average per acre 
Swnm.ary Cucumber Demonstration 
Yield per Bu. 
Acres No. l's No. 21s 
11 3410 
310 
Returns Cost Profit 
$19,123.00 $7,135.20 $11,987.80 
1,738.45 648.65 1,089.80 
Mr. Sanders used as usual 1200 pounds of 4-8-4 fertilizer and 450 pounds of Vigoro per acre and realized a profit of $1,089.89 per acre. Mr. Sanders did not average a.s wel as this on his entire crop. Al farmers who planted 
spring cucumbers realized a very good harvest and a most favorable price than they have ever encountered. No farmers in the county lost money on the spring 
crop of "cukes• as al factors of production and marketing were certainly the 
most favorable recorded in recent time. 
Fal "Cukes": John Trask, McLeod Brothers, Ed Mitchel, Jones Brothers and Manor Bostick secured 52 pounds of Palmeto, s. c. 5 and S. c. 6 cucumber 
seed for fal plantings from the Truck Experiment Station. As this is being 
writen the Experiment Station is obtaining and summarizing a very thorough study of these variety tests, a report of which wil be published. Al of 
these varieties showed a resistance to blight (dOW'I\Y mildew) but a rigid 
spraying and dusting schedule as recommended by the Clemson Colege Truck 
Experiment Station was carried out. The Palmeto variety yielded •cukes• 5 to 7 days longer than the other varieties but both the S. C. 5 and S. C. 6 
turned out a greater yield, powever, there was an undesirable tendency for 
these "cukes" to have holow centers. The county had 350 acres of fal •cukesff, both blight resistant and otherwise. Few farmers made money on 
the fal crop, not so much because of their production record but because of the very unexpected fal market which opened at six dolars per bushel 
and rather hurriedly went down to the point of making it hard.13" worthwhile 
to harvest "cukes11• So· far as the writer knows such conditions has not 
happened to fal "cukes11 during the last twenty years. 
Snapbean Demonstration: One snapbean demonstration was a complete failure and did not justify harvesting, al.though farmers generaly made money on both spring and fal snapbeans that were of good quality. The 
late fal market was especialy good. Most of our beans were of the 
Logan and Temergreen varieties. 
Tomatoes: One demonstration in the production of tomatoes for 
market was completed in 1948 and a summary of this demonstration folows: 
' 
r 
Name 
Manor Bostick 
Average per acre 
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Summary TOllat Demonstration 
Yield, in Bu. 
Acres No. ·l's No. 2's Returns Cost Profit 
10 1530 
153 
465 $3,146.65 $1,870.00 $1,276.65 
47 3l4.66 187.00 127.66 
The Rutgers variety was used mainly and fertilized with 1,500 pounds 
of 5-10-5 per acre. Late blight and other diseases and insects did not 
cause serious trouble as Mr. Bostick carried out a rigid spray and dust 
schedule. Mr. Bostick realized a net profit of $127.66 per acre which was in contrast of his poor showing on some other truck crops. Fa.rmer8 
kept dawn blight by the use of Diathane and other copper compounds con­
taining 6 to 7 percent Cupricide. This year's tomato acreage was approxi­
mately 25 percent greater than last year. 
Tomato Varie~t Tests: In this test· the Jones Brothers I farm worked in cooperation with te Truck Exper:iJlent Station. The 119EE yielded at the rate 
of 450 bushels per acre, turning out 75 percent number 11s and 30 percent 
number 2' s as compared to Rutgers which made a yield of 255 bushels per acre, 
grading about the same as above. The l9EE proved to be a very high producer but did not retain its foliage long enough to prevent sun scald and produced 
skin too thin to make a good shipping tomato. If the yielding habits could 
be maintained and thicker skins and a greater retention of foliage could be 
bred into a tomato we would have a revolutionary tomat with which the tomato income would be very greatly increased. 
Truck Growers Meeting: Thirty-five interested farmers atended a fal cucW1ber meeting at the Beaufort County Court House and heard timely discuss­
ions by Drs. Barnes and Epps of the Truck Experiment Station on the subject of fal cucumber production. Fifty-two pounds of mildew resistant seed including Palm.et to, S •  C •5 and S. C. 6 were placed at the meeting with 6 
county farmers for field trials. These results are covered elsewhere in this report. 
Truck Crop Field Show: Nine county farmers atended the truck crops 
field show at the Truck Experiment Station near Charleston to study fal 
"'cukeS", fal squash., and fal snapbeans. This educational event was inter­
esting and practical for truck growers. 
Miscelaneous 
Broccoli Leaf ~ot: Zerlate and Parzate was moderately effective in controling gray le spot on broccoli rab. 
Sweet Corn: John Steitz planted 200 acres of sweet corn, most:cy of Iowana and Lincoln varieties, in the Bluffton section. He reports 
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losing two thousand dolars on the enterprise because of not practicing 
a regular DDT dust schedule to control the corn earworms on a good portion 
of his acreage. 
As a general statement it may be said that 1948 was not a good truck crop year in Beaufort County. The best paying crops were spring "cukes", snapbeans and winter greens. In spite of adverse weather conditions it is 
estimated that the total income from truck crops in Beaufort in 1948 was greater than that of last year, this is taking into account some twenty 
vegetables produced commercialy in the county. 
Home Orchards: Much assistance was given to fanners with smal 
orchards and forward steps were made especialy in the mater of ferti­
lizing pecan trees. This year's pecan crop was easily the largest in 
recent years, however, marketing has been most unfavorable. 
Flowers and Shrubbef.t: Assistance has been given to the extent of the agents knowledge in tis field. An ilustrated Camelia lecture was given by J.M. Napier before a home demonstration club group of 35 at Bluffton. This event was very popular with the ladies. 
\ 
I 
Broccoli rab on one of the Trask farms near Burton. 
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MARKETING 
Extension work in marketing dur:ing 1948 consisted of aiding farmers 
in cooperative buying and seling of fa.rm products. 
Grading and Packing: The county agent, with the help of the Exten­
sion marketing specialists, worked closely with producers of truck crops, especialy Irish potatoes, anapbeans, tomatoes and cucumbers, and when 
requested prompt service was rendered in govermnent inspection. 
Sixty-six cars of potatoes and 60 cars of tomatoes were inspected by the Federal-State inspection service. A good many cars of fal "cukes" were also inspected. The agent kept farmers posted on the potato price 
support program under which most of the potatoes were shipped for feed 
or used in Beaufort County for more than 50 livestock feeding demonstra­
tions. These demonstrations are included under the Animal Husbandry section of this report. 
Summary of Marketing in 1948 
Products Quantity Bought Sold 
Hogs 5 $ 60.00 Hogs 1180 lbs. Hogs (Purebred) 2 240.00 
Beef Catle (Breeding) 6 2,295.00 Dairy Catle (Breeding) ~ 3 965.00 Baby Chicks 1000 100.00 Queen Bees 11 13.75 Hives vd.th bees 6 90.00 Loose Frame Hives 55 825.00 Sweet Potatoes 350 bu. Corn 400 bu. Miscelaneous (seed) 1500 lbs. 630.00 Pine Seedlings 68,000 118.50 Coton Dusters 12 300.00 Benzene Hexachloride 3,150 lbs. 750.00 AnunoniUl nitrate 30 tons 1,897.20 Rat Bait 586 lbs. 186.00 Dynamite 100 lbs. 30.00 Miscelaneous (HDC market) TOTAJ.S $8,314.45 ----------------,t,J65' . J1' 
Items listed under this heading represent commodities in which the 
county agent was definitely instrumental in organizing growers, finding markets and supervising the marketing. Potatoes, spinach, squash, radishes, snap beans, tomatoes, letuce, broccoli, cucumbers, livestock, fertilizers, 
etc., are not listed here, because of the handling of these products by established organizations which did not require the close supervison of 
the agent. 
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POULTRY 
Extension work in poultry in Beaufort County consisted of work 
with individual farmers, vaccinating demonstrations, culing demonstra­
tions and the atempt at conducting a 4-H pulet contest. 
Individual Work With Farmers: The Extension poultry and turkey specialists, with the agent contacted poultry and turkey producers, 
including 4-H members, several times. Most of the work was the 
giving of advice and recommendations in the control of fowl diseases as wel as the balancing of rations. 
Three vaccinating and culing demonstrations were given for colored 
farmers. Many poultry buletins and circulars were distributed to po~ltry­
men. 
4-H Pulet Contest: One thousand chicks were bought localy and placed with lO 4-H club members in 'What was to have been a Sears, Roebuck 
sponsored 4-H pulet contest in which $100.00 in prize money was to have been awarded. The club members grew out their chicks, but there were so few pulets that the contest could not be held. No adjustment was obtained 
from the local dealer. although he was very sorry, therefore, the contest ended in bad but profitable experience. A summary of the records appears 
in the 4-H club section of this report. 
Miscelaneous: Brays Island Plantation sold 886 dozen hatching eggs 
for a total of $624.25. The plantation has very good stock in several 
breeds of poultry and was induced late in the year to become certified through testing for pulorum and other qualifications so that hatching 
eggs could be sold. The extension poultryman is direct4" responsible for the above forward step having been taken. 
The plantation sold some twenty thousand dozen  eggs during the year 
and eighteen thousand broilers. 
E. c. Gale is the only commercial turkey raiser in the county and he 
was assisted on two occasions by the turkey specialist and the agent. 
( 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distributi•n of educational inform.atien 
in connection with the 1948 Extensien program in Beaufort County was 
done through circular leters, press articles, radio broadcasts, 
placards, the distribution of bilet.ins and four farm tours. A 
summary of this work folows: 
Summary Publicity Work 
Individual leters •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Circular letters•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C pies mailed••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Press articles•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Radio talks ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Buletins distributed ••••••••••••••••••••••• Farm tours •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.lttendance ••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••.•••• 
1,020 
33 5,956 77 8 
3,260 4 48 
Circular Leters: A total of 33 circular leters were prepared 
and 5,956 copies mailed to farmers and 4-H boys in the county. These 
leters contained informa ti.on on results of demonstrations and experi­
mental work, information of timely agricultural nature, notices of 
meetings and other things of value to farmers. Specimen copies of 
circular leters are atached to this report. 
Press Articles: A total of 77 press articles of time~ agricul­
tura.1 interest were published in the Beaufort Gazete during the year. 
Specimen interest stories were written up by the Extension information 
specialist. Specimen copies of press articles are atached. to this 
report. 
Radio Talks: A total of 8 radio talks on agricultural subjects 
were made by the agent over WTOC in Savannah. The county ranger and 
farmers were on these programs at different times With the agent. 
Buletins Distributed: A total of 3,260 buletins and circulars 
were distributed to farmers, farm women and 4-H club members during 
the year. 
Farm Tours: Four farm tours were made, three to inspect permanent 
pasture demonstrations and one to study 4-H club projects. There were 
48 at these events. 
' 
. 
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work for 1948 consisted of the use of educational 
motion pictures and lantern slides. 
Educational Motion Pictures: Educational motion pictures were used at 3 farmers meetings and 4-H club meetings lith a combined atendance of 133. These ed~tional motion pictures, shown by the agent, were helpful in teaching of agricultural practices and in increasing the atendance ot 
fa.rmers meetings. 
tao.tern slides were used at a truck growers ••ting, two pasture developnent meetings and one home demonstration club aeeting which featured flowers. The total atendance at the above meetings was 138. I 
vlsua1 A.id Used 
Motion pictures 
Summary of Visual Instruction Aids 
Humber 
Meetings 
Lantern slides and charts· 3 4 TOTALS 1 
Davis Dempsey and his 4-H steer 
at Edisto-Savannah Livestock Show at Ehrhardt. 
Attendance 
133 138 271 
< 
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On the folowing pages wil be found copies of press articles 
and circular leters used to carry on program of Extension 
work in 1948. 
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·;,:Rat j3ait Or~er . 
;~Ce~ters Listed . I:. By Qounty Agent 
l: --' •, Beaufort county residents plan· 
ning to participate in the c_ounty-; 
wide rat kiling program in 
March were notified this week 
that they should piace their or­
ders for the bait before March 1 .at the folowing locations: 
FROGMORE: (white) stores of 
· lW. J. Verdier, C. D. Th~mas, 
Dan Godley and Cecil Breeland; 
(colored) Coop store, Wayside 
· Store, and stores of Oscar 
. Freeman· and Arthur Mungen; 
, BEAUFORT: (whlte) Joe Hol-; I: mes· at Beaufort. _high. .schooi, 
I : county· ·. agent's office, county 
:fheJalth· center, . a!].d -city hal; 
· colored · Robert Smals school 
'·and Stokes Servi~e . station. 
;LADjIES ISDAND: (white) 
.stores of· Hal Youmans, J. L. ! 
,.Cc;n~, and Mark Keyser ling; 
(color.e(d) Eustis Community. 
Center, Ash Dale school . aand 
,-Broomfield school. 
PORT ROYAL: Metcalf's store. 
BURTON: (white) stores of 
Sidney Smith,_ Trask and C. D. 
Pulaski; (colored) Port~r school, 
Paul McKee's store 11nd Beau-· 
fort Training school. 
SEABROOK: (white) Hut~on-;sl 
store and (colored) · Seabrc!Jk '\ 
school. . • 1 LOBECO: (:white) Stores of 1 W. E. Wilson anad R. E. Blanch-\ 
; .ard and· (colored) Toqi S\ngle-I\ 
ton's store; DALE: (white) Stores of Key-
serling and Gibson and (colored) I 
Dale-Lobeco school; · 'I 
NEW ROAD VICINITY; , 
(white) friester's Store and (col : 
ored) Jim Wiliams' store; · I 
SHELDON: (white) Stores of 
J. A Kinard, Emmet Pri£f;ter 
1 and Sue DeLoache and (colored) 
Sh~don School and Page Point 
School: HARDEEVILLE: (white) ·o . 
I 'B Oxner .at Hardeevile school I . a;d G. E. Rentz' filing station, 
(colored) Colored School and • • ., , ,., ,.•.-(. I Le#s 'school; . . ' . 
. BLUFFTON -PRITCHARD: 
(white) H. E. McCrack~n Sr.· at 
' Bluffton school and. · (colored) 
Bluffton colored school. 
The poison wil be applied 
simultaneously over the county 
by al purchases on Marc\ 12. 
according to County Agent E. C. 
. Abrams who said that rats each 
year cost Beaufort county res.i-1 
dents approximately $200,000 m 
, property losses, in ad~i~ion to the 
diseases spread and t11e annoy-
ance. 
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·-r-== 
Tw_o Meetings . In \ 
County This Week : . . . -. Two meetings, for the pur · 
,pose of discussing. improved pas 
ture practices, 'were · held in l!fe .' cunty .this · W~k · at . which 
t).me guest . speakers, · w,ere H. 
A. Woodle and .-.W. a:.craven, 
Clemson Colege ., extension ag­
ronomists. · . The.'• fir$t ":,.meeting 
was heid ·at 'i 1BeaUfort ·, High 
school at eight ~·E>ldo,ek·iWednes-· daf evenin.g1an4•:t11e-,seeond was 
at . Blufftoni. '11-.JUgh,r scho,ot . at 
eight o'clock Tlrur.idif-'-revening. 
While h'~.r~1i:U1e ··: . ~grd~omists 
assisted '·<:'rlm1.t~l:Agerlt'~.' C. 
Abrams in, cori'titet'fog >l,r,asture 
demonstrati6ns.r:-mY-l ·numbei: of 
county .farms, KiftO~htJms. said ,·8;.'4.·N t1r!'>PJi ·. 
I 
I -~-,---B~ef Cattle Show ' At Brays 'Island Last Saturday ---· lh -n·.n.,v. In the News & Courier I Yemassee, April 24-Southemers got a lesson In hospitality here to­
day as F. B. Davis, Jr., played host 
at a11: Alberclecn-·Angus field day 
at his Bray,s Island plantation., 
The genial board chairman of 
the United States Rubber company 
rntertained some 50 guests with a 
blend of enlightenm~nt, enjoyment 
and sustenance, heightened. by the 
ri'resence of clistinguish·ed catlemen 
from in ancf out of South Carolina. 
Inter-est was centered In the mag­
nificent herd of Aberdeen-Angu.s 
catle which are seting high 'stan-
1 
dal'ds for beef catl'e In the state. 
The visitors, some of them drawn 
froni as far away as Mlchigp.n and 
1 New York, were shown about t~e 
I'4,000 acre plantation, lnform~d of I new developments In catle ralsin'g, and plied with a pi~nlc lunoh, Ice ' cream, cookies and .f1Qft drinks.· 
I The real focus ·. of . atention · 
\
-throughout the day was that sE:c­
tion of the plantation about which 
, 'is centered the production of bm~f 
: catle. l\Ir. Davis · welcomed · his 
guests at an\lmprovlsed catle ring 
alongside on!! of the huge modern 
catle barns· so characteristic . of 
, hls scale of -agricultural opera-· i tlons. As he discussed the oppor-
l•. tunltles for catle raising In South 1 Carolina, his ls~eners had only to 
1 look about at the lush lflelds, mod­
lern. equipment and superior catle 
Ito .iree what can be, ·-ilccomplished 
thro~h the expenditure of money 
/and Ingenuity on 'tqe· r.ar_m. ·, -----"--~--. . 
1· , 
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• South Carolina Guernsey. Field. Day • 
' . , r. BRAYS ISLAND Plantation, Yemanee, S. C., owned by F. B. Davia, Jr., board chairman of U.S. ltµbber· 
Co., was 1cene recently of the South Carolina Guernsey Catle Club', annual field day and judging achoo!. M'.ore _than 300 agriculturists and dairy experts from al parts of the 1outheaat atended the event. Purpose of the , field, day 'o!VH Jo emphasize the importance of pasture management in connection with increased milk pro-1 duction ·and beter al-around dairy operation. Shown here i1 the two-year old cla11 of cow1 used, in the 1 judging: 1choot• · 
) 
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FIELD SHCJH 
Cucumber trials at the Clemson Colege Experiment Station, near 
Charleston, w.i.l be at their peak around October 10. Dr. Barnes, Superin­
tendent, has invited farmers of Beaufort and other counties to atend a 
field show at the station on Tuesday, October 12 at 3:00 P.M. They wil 
have variety trials, spray and dust tests, fungicide and insecticide experi­
ments and soil fumigation tests for study at that time. 
County Agent E. c. Abrams requests that farmers expecting to atend 
this :illportant show notify him so that he may arrange ways for al to go. 
According to E. C. Abrams, County Agent, he received word September 3 
that the Ehrhardt Fat Stock Show and Sale would definitely be held in the 
spring of 1949. The prize money wil be awarded using the Danish system. 
The shipment of fal cucumbers from Beaufort County began late this 
week bringing in the neighborhood of six dolars per bushel in New York. 
Beaufort County's 200 acres of faJ.l "cukes" was seeded with blight resistant 
varieties from the Truck Experiment Station near Charleston and a reasonable 
good crop is expected barring too much unfavorable weather. The production 
of any fal truck crop is hazardous, and this is expecialy true of cucumbers. 
Farmers desiring pine seedlings may place their orders through the office 
of the county agent or the County Forest Ranger. 
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SUCCESSFUL CUCUMBER MEETING HELD 
According to E. C. Abrams, County Agent,'thirty-five farmers atended 
a fal cucumber production meeting held at the Court House last week. The 
meeting was conducted by Drs. Carrol Barnes and Wiliam Epps of the Clemson 
Colege Truck Exper~nt Station. 
They gave out information sheets and discussed at length the hazards 
of fal cuke production but said that the fal market was no gamble. 
A few of their recommendations folow: Plant mildew resistant varieties 
such as Palmeto or Marketer between August 12 and 16, however, August 10 to 
22 may suit. In order to combat fal insects and diseases dusting at five 
day intervals from the time seedling emergence until harvest is wel under­
way. The dust should contain 6% metalic copper, derived from one of the 
fixed or insoluble coppers, and 50% Cryolite. Spraying wil give even beter 
results than dusting. 
Interested growers should get in touch with the county agent for more 
complete details. 
FALL ARMYWORM CONTROL 
Because of the continued wide-spread damage of the fal ar.nzyworm the 
folowing suggestions are offered again as an aid in combating the infestation: 
For general use, except on crops to be used for feed or forage, for 
dairy animals or animals being finished for slaughter - Five to ten 
percent DDT dust at 20-30 pounds per acre, or Twenty percent chlorinated 
camphene dust at 15-20 pounds per acre, or Ten pounds of calcium arsenate 
dust per acre. If water-soluable arsenic content of the calciwn arsenate 
is not over thrBe-fourths of 1 percent it may be used undiluted, other-
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wise at least equal parts of freshly slaked lime should be added to 
prevent burning. 
For al other use, especialy fields containing mixtures of grass and 
cowpeas, cowpeas and sorgo, or fields in which grass has been consumed 
by the caterpilars---poison bran bait, containing 2S pounds of wheat 
bran, l pound of Paris green or white arsenic, and e galons of water 
per acre, scatered broadcast over the infested fields. 
PUREBRED BULLS PLACED 
The county legislative delegation during the last session appropriated 
funds for the purchase of purebred buls to increase the quality of catle 
in Beaufort County. Under this program two buls have already been purchased. 
The Guernsey bul waa recently placed in Pinckney Coloey, near Pritchard­
vile, with Wilie Pinckney, Jr. and a Shorthorn bul was placed with J. w. 
Barnwel, colored farmer of the Dale section. 
These and other rul projects are meant to be self maintaining through 
the breeding fees charged for service. The exact fees and final management 
agreements are being worked out by local boards to be approved by teachers 
of agriculture and county agents. 
It is absolute'.cy" necessary for catle to have passed a negative test 
for Bang's Disease before breeding. 
Farmers interested in using the buls may get further information from 
H. E. McCracken, Teacher of Agriculture and Superintendent of Bluffton School; 
E. c. Abrams, County Agent and B.J. Barnwel, Negro Agricultural Agent. 
f 
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BEAUFORT BOY WINS GRAND CHAMPION 
Neal. Creekmore, Jr. exhibited the Grand Champion and Reserve Grand 
Champion at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Catle Show held in Ehrhardt last 
Friday in the 4-H Club and FFA Competition. 
The Grand Champion weighed 1,295 pounds and sold for $1.00 per pound. 
Creekmore received ribbons and $63.80 in prize money for the two highest honors. 
Davis Dempsey and Charles Godley showed 3 good steers and won $4.85 each 
in prize money on their 4-H steers. 
Brays Island Plantation exhibited the Champion Pen of 3 and was awarded 
$25.00 in premiums. 
At the above event Beaufort County won her first Grand Champion in ma.IJ9' 
years and won a total of $98.50 in premiums. 
Five 4-H club members wil exhibit hogs at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Barrow 
Show on April 30. 
BENNY DUNCAN WINS GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP 
At l:,he Edisto-Savannah Fat Hog Show held in Ehrhardt on April 30, Benny 
Duncan, 4-H club member from Dale, won Grand Champion and $10.00 prize. Ben-
ny1 s barrow weighed 275 pounds and sold for 40 cents per pound bring him $110.00. 
Other 4-H members showing hogs from Beaufort County were E. C. Duncan, 
who won 6th prize and $5.00 in premiums, Reese Gibson, Jr. and Jack Duncan, 
al of the Dale com.nnmity. 
Recently Neal Creekmore, Jr. of Sheldon, 4-H member, won Grand Champion 
fat steer at Ehrhardt on his 1295 pound steer which sold for $1.00 per pound. 
This was a banner year for Beaufort County at the Edisto-savannah Fat 
Stock Shows as she won both the Grand Champion Fat Steer and the Grand Champion 
Fat Hog and took a total of $113.50 in premium money. For 3 straight years a 
Beaufort County 4-H boy has won the Grand fat hog at Walterboro or Ehrhardt. 
FARMERS ADVISED TO TAKE CARE OF WOODLA.ND.S 
Give farm woodlands beter ma.na.gement is a good moto to folow, 
according to County Agent E. C. Abrams. This thought is expressed in 
point nine of the Clemson Colege Extent ion Service's 1948 Agricultural 
Program for South Carolina. Half of the farm lands in the state are 
classified as being in woods. These woodlands could produce 2 1/2 times 
their present volume if they were properly managed, Mr. Abrams said. 
He suggests that the first step in good woodland management is to 
prevent forest fires from burning over the woodlands kiling young trees, 
destroying ground cover, and weakening the older trees often causing decay 
or insect injury. Fires are most common during the fal and winter months. 
Fire tools should be kept handy and farm. hands instructed to suppress fire 
promptly on or near the property. 
He points out that care of the forests also means the use of common 
sense in harvesting forest products. To keep the land productive and to 
have continuous cutings every few years, only those trees should be cut 
which are mature or crowded; which are of low quality, or which are defective 
and are taking up room that should be occupied by beter trees. This statement 
is especialy true in cuting firewood, pulpwood, and sawlogs. Too often, heavy 
cutings are made in young stands that would grow into twice their present value 
within a few years if alowed to stand. Valuable sawlogs are frequently cut 
for firewood because they split easily. 
Mr. Abrams cals atention to the fact that the services of his office 
and of the nearest representative of the Forestry Service are available to 
help farmers take beter care of their forests. 
< 
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COOPLHATIVE EXTENSION \iORK IN AGHICUL'i'URE ArlD I-IO:.iE ECONOEICS Clemson Agricultural Colege of bouth Carolina and U.S. Departnent 
of Agriculture Cooperatinc 
Beaufort, Sonth Carolina 
January 10, 1940 
Dear Farm i·Llen and Vfomen: 
The 19h0 prospects for crops, livestock, home furnishings, 
and in general things vre sel or buy deserve close study now and in the 
future. Wise adjustments depend upon being inforr•1ed. 
To neet this need, time wil be vrel spent by atending the 
event described below: 
Hovv Wi'l \ Your.i__ 
Mol\1e'f Ge? WHERE: 
HHEIT: 
ViHY: 
\'iHO vHLL 
DISCUS~: 
OUTLOOK 1.!EE'l'ING 
Beaufort County Court House 
7: JO P. JJ. , Tue sda~·, January 13 
So that farJ:1 men and wor1en may get latest 
information on the farm and home prices and 
supply outlook for 1940. 
A. H. Hard, District Farr!l Agent -General Farn Outlook. 
J.E. Youncblood, Marketing Spec. -Truck Crop Projects and Marketing. 
G. H. Fountain, County AAA Administrator -19hS AAA Farm Program. 
Laura Connor, District Home Agent -Dis­
cussion of best bu~rs and home furnishings. 
\ie look forward to seeing you at this il:lportant meeting, as we feel th.:it the inforr:iation to be presented is of real value. 
Very truly ~,ours, 
IJ 7civ'U1 W!,e,'YV c ~~ 
l\lary Elen Eaves • Hor.1e Demonstration A1:;ent 
E..t.l~~ E. C. Abrams -
County Agent 
P.S.: New insecticides, fungicides, the coming county-vride rat kiling campaign, and new Palr.teto blight resistant cucunber seed wil also be 
discussed. 
( 
\. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
Dear Farmersi 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Bea~fort, South Carolina 
February 14, 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Meetings to discuss the developm~nt and production of permanent 
,.,. pastures, annual grazing crops and soil building crops are to be held as folovrs; 
Place 
.Beaufort High School 
Bluffton Hich School 
Day and Date 
WE:rdnesday, Feb. 18 
Thursday, Feb. 19 
Time 
8:00 P . M., 
8:00 P.M. 
H. A. Woodle and W. H. Craven, Extension Agronomists, wil lead the program vrhich vril be of particular interest to dairymen, beef catle men and others. Recommended practices have chaneed and they wil 
present the latest for your benefit. 
These two men are foremost authorities., therefore your atendance is 
requested. 
ECA/lvh 
Very truly yours, 
le; UJ. & l~~4--
E. c. Abrams County Agent 
-7 
STAMPED 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Farmers and Others: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort, South Carolina February 12·, 1948 
T H O S E  R A T S 1 ------.---
EXTENSION SERVICE 
A campaign to deal the rats of Beaufort County a death blow is being planned for 
Friday, March 12. This campaign is '6e1ng sponsored by State, County and local organ­
izations in cooperation with the U. b. Fish and \lildlife Service. 
Rats each year cost the people of Beaufort County an estimated ~200,000. This 
is in addition to the deadly diseases vrhiph they spread and the annoyance of having 
these,·pe_sts on your premises. 
Fortified Red Squil, the poison which wil be used, is harmless to people and 
domestic animals, but has proven deadly effective on rats.in the control campaigns 
which have been conducted by the U, s. Fish and Wildlife Service for a number of years, 
The bait wil be prepared on campaign day and put up in 3-pound packages, which is the 
amount needed to bait the average farm. CoCTplete instructions for using the bait wil 
be furnished with each package. The cost wil be only ~1.00, which is a prety smal 
price to pay for the relief th~t wil be obtained, 
In ~rder to mix the proper amount of bait we must lmow in advance the number of people th1t wish to participate, If you wish to take an active part in geting rid of 
these harmf~I pests send or carry in your order, along with the ~1.00, to one of the 
p~aces shown on the back of this leter before londa;z: ljarch 1. 
who Bait wil be prepared only for those"send in orders by that date. You wil 
be notified by mail exactly when and where to obtain your bait. 
Rats travel from farm to fann; encourage your neighbor to order bait, tool 
~. 
mJ~~ (~ r;,fH_,I Llary ~en baves 
Co. Hone Dem. Agent 
Very truly yours~ 
~.('~ .t?wl,.~ IY<,4 E. c. Abrams County Agent 
(ever) 
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*Putin your. orders for rat bait at aey one of the folfowing places before March l& 
FROGMORE VICINITY W, J. Verdier's1Store 
Co D. Thomas' Store 
Dan Godley' s Store Cecil Breeland1s Stori 
BEAUFORT VICINITY 
Joe Holmes at Beaufort High School 
County Agent's Office 
County Health Center 
'City Hal 
LADIES ISLAND VICI'U'l?X Hal Youman's Store J. L. Corry's Store 
Mark Keyserling1s Store 
PORT· RO.YhL V,ICINITY.•r:-,.·' . ·., 
Coop. Store Oscar Freeman's Store Yiayside Store 
Arthur Murlgen's Store 
Robert Smals' School Stokes' Service Station 
. ., • , , ··,;:i'.;L1.' '\ 
'~ • l, • ' • • ' •• l :! ,"\ ',f 
, '• ., ., ,_ • I Eustis Community Center Ash Dale School 
Broomfield Sthool 
~ ... '  '•:
Metcalfs I~ ;St.or?:~ . , · ·: . ,1 :~ ·' : \:inu.,~1 14lc<~.~J; . . :· ~ . :,:-; It • .. ,r;• /~••;I•, • ( .. h 4"' .......... .._. ..... #'" ___ .. _ .,., .... ,t.,_.,_ ., • , · r : ,~ ; · 
BURTON VICINITY 
Sidney Smith's Seed & F"eed,6~ore 
Trask1s Store C. D. Pulaski's Store 
SEABROOK VICINITY Hutson' s Store 
,. .: ·: 
'• .-. 
LOBECO V[CIITY ' ·-· W. E. Wilson Is Store :_.,. · 
R. E. Blanchard I s-·.!;.rtor1;n:· •. :
DALE'YiCINITY KeyserJ:.ing:~s Store Gibson.~e:S)ore ,·. ·. ,Jv. ,r. 
,: 
,". 
/ L. 
NEW ROJJ) VICINITY ~- : -;. ; l • [(~ .. Pri~ster' s Store 
· r.~·1i ;ti'·· •• ·t :· • 
SHELDON VICINITY . :. J. h, Kinardts Store Emmet Pri$ster{s ;Store · , · . ·. Sue DeLoache ts Store 
• • ' ' I .ol ~ • . . \ " ' HABDEiVILLE VICINITY D. B. •Oxnar.-Hardeevile School 
G. o. Rea~'Z ts Filing Station . :, . .~ 
BLUFFTON -PRITCHkRDVILLE VIC, H. E. Mccraken, Sr~ 
at Bluffton School i ·'. ~-~·-~-· ........... ,. 
~,....,.~ • . :.r-. ' i ~ •. ' . [ 
. /, . . :I: ·'·Porter Schbol · · · · Paul lJcK'l3'tr1 s· Store · :. ! • Beaufort' 'I'rain:lng Schcol ,:.r .. 
, "i • { • ,: ! . i I• ,; f , 'I. !. 
Seabrobk:School t : •, . ~ . 
,. J _. •I 1 • , : 1' "I'. I ! ' 
. 1;,.i ;' ,; .: ' , !' ;,.:!' ;,· ·, • . '.• _}.I . 
•
1 
• • 1 Tom :.~hngletoirt s; Stcire . ,< ' . •., • : r :• \. • '; • \ 'c'; '.' ,• •, ~· r' ~ • • ! r' • ' I 
. ; .i, \" -4 't • •, " • !' 11 i 1 1 •·J.' . 
Dale ;_ · :to9(j cg·:~~ h6ql > . 
.. ... . ,l . . : l. • •l 
. . , .. , :' ,. "'!(', . :. , ·-·- . ·, . .•., l ·:·, .. 
';,: 't l r) '• '. 
Jlim Vliliar,is Store ._, .: . .~ . ' ·.{. ~, : ;-• . . .r i .' ·; 
Sheldon School Page Poinf.£chool ·. 
'_,.,., ;: :;.~··~·: .. '; '~ ·-. 
, , ';.· ' '. ' '-' .• -. 
Colored~~~~-~ ~\_. · . ·'.:_ . · .. 
Levy Is ~chool -... · : . · . -~ . .~ 
', ... -.,' Bluffton Colored School·, 
.:'t.i:1· i:.1 .. L·. 
~ . ' . \ 
~-.,_.,  
r . 
(( 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
To Certain Farmers: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort, South Carolina 
May 25, 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
I am quoting below certain inforr1ation obtained from R. W. 
Hamilton, Executive Official, Pl.IA, Columbia, s. c., concerning the do­
nation of potatoes for livestock feeding: 
"For demonstrations of feeding to livestock, the Governnent 
wil donate the potatoes and wil prepay the freight if shipment is 
made by rail to any railhead in South Carolina. If any counties in or 
near the potato producing areas can utilize the potatoes for feeding 
demonstrations in less than carload lots and arran8or.ients can be made 
by the County Agent or the demonstrator for pickinc the potatoes up at 
t.rn points designated by the Department of Agriculture the potatoes wil 
be donated in any quantity but, of course, no transportation charges 
wil be paid by the Governnent. Unfortunately, "He cannot handle on Gov­
ernment prepayment of freight smal shipuents by truck. 
"Requests for delivery of potatoes for these feeding demon­
strations nay 1Je subr.1ited to r.ie at any tine during the harvest season." 
The agreement which the county agent uil be expected to get 
signed by the farner applying for these potatoes for livestock feeding 
must be prepared in my office and siGned copies secured for his record 
to be kept for at least a year. This agreer.1ent nust reat as folows: 
"The livestock feeder agrees that the title to the potatoes 
rer.1ains in the U.S. Departnent of Agriculture until they are consur.ied 
in the demonstration in feeding livestock, and that the potatoes wil 
be used solely for the carrying out of the authorized livestock feeding 
demonstration. The undersigned livestocl: feeder agrees to pa;y as liqui­
dated dauat_{es the auount of ~4 per hundredweight of potatoes for any 
potatoes used othervdse than provided in this 1ivestock feeding ar,reement. 
The livestock feeder whose name is signed belov1 also agrees to keep such 
complete and accurate records on the feeu.ing der:ionstration as 1aay be re­
quested by the county agent and further agrees to pernit authorized 
representatives of the u. S. Department of hgriculture at any reasonable 
tine to enter uµon the premises and examine books, records, and other 
writen data of the undersigned feeder with respect to this feeding operation. Signed ,. __ .,. ________ Feeder.11 
If you are interested in feeding potatoes to livestock, please 
get in touch vri th ne at once. 
Ver;, truly yours, ~.::+c,/'.I., V I I UJ61L'J/1?1A) 
B. C. Abrams 
County Agent 
( 
I 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort, South Carolina 
July 1, 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
--------------~---Doh t- /Y/ 1ss! f 
Deo.r Farmers: 
FALL CUC UiIBERS I 
TRUCK CROP PROBLEMS I 
Because of the great o.r.1ount of interest in the 
production of fo.11 cucumbers, we have scheduled Drs. Barnes 
and Epps of the Truck Experiment; Station to conduct a 11cuke11 
production meeting o.t tho Beaufort County Court I ouse on 
Wednesdo.y night, July 7 at 8:00 P.N. 
They wil also answer general trucl: crop question:; 
nnd include u discussion of the new blight resistcint Pulme·to 
cucumber. 
Al fc.rmers o.nd especialy trucl: crop producers 
nre invited to atend. 
ECA/lvh 
Very truly yours, e.c.~ 
E •  C • Abrc.ms 
County Agent 
(4) 
' 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Farmers: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort, South Carolina October 4, 1948 
IMPORTANT 
SUBJECTS: FIELD SHOY, AMMONIUM NITRATE, ~ SEEDLIN~ 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Cucumber trials at the Clemson Colege Truck Experiment Station, near Char­
leston, wil be at their peak around October 10. Dr. Barnes, Superintendent, has invited farmers of Beaufort and other counties to atend a field show at the station on Tuesday, October 12 at J:00 P,M. They wil have variety trials, spray and dust 
tests, fungicide and insecticide experiments and soil fumigation tests for study at 
that time. 
If you plan to atend, please let me know at once so that we may arrange the 
best use of transportatiop, 
•under an agreement made several years ago between Clemson Colege and the 
Tennessee Valey 1uthority, it is now proposed to do sane demonstration work on 
farms in this ,tate with ammonium nitrate. This material is available for demon­strations with pastures, forage, winter cover and grazing crops this fal." 
The County Agricultural Commitee or its executive commitee wil actualy 
alot JO tons of ammonium nitrate (32½ % nitrogen) in Beaufort County. It is to be applied at the rate of 50 pounds per acre this fal. Experiments now indicate that it is a paying proposition to apply nitrogen in the fal. The cost wil be much less than your usual nitrate cost. 
If you desire some of this nitrogen for fal application indicate the acreage 
on which you plan to use it as folows& Acres 
Pasture •••••••••••••••• ----Forage crops •••••••• , •• ----Winter cover crops ••••• Grazing crops •••••• , •• ~ ----
Please return this information to me at once so that I may present it to the County Agricultural Commitee as a basis for making alotments. 
Farmers desiring pine seedlings may place their order for pine seedlings 
through this office or the County Forest Ranger at once. 
EC~/asg 
( 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear 4-H Club Members: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort, South Carolina 
October 15, 1948 EXTENSION SERVICE 
Now is the time for al good 4-H Club boys to complete and turn 
in their records. Club members who have already turned in their records 
are asked to help those who have not. The 4-H Club Department prefers 
the large record book but if yours is lost fil out the enclosed card, 
stamp and mail to me. v1on't you help Beaufort County get 100% complete 4-H records? 
For satisfactorily completing one or more 4-H records a member 
wil be awarded a 4-H Club Certificate. Those who have completed good 
records for four years wil receive h-H Club Diplomas. 
Let us fulfil our own· 4-H Club moto "TO MAKE THE BEST BETIER' 
by turning in 100 percent complete records. 
If there are any problems that bother you about your work, please 
write to me or bring your questions and records to our next club meeting. 
To remind you again, I am giving below our tentative 4-H schedule: 
ECA/asg 
Enclosure 
Beaufort Elementary 
Beaufort High 
Lobeco School 
Bluffton School 
-First Wednesday -1:45 Third 1ednesday -1:45 
-First Thursday -1:15 
First Thursday -2:00 
-Eirst Tuesday -1:45 
-Second Tuesday -1:00 
Very truly yours, 
~,;/fl 
t1,~ E. C. Abrams 
County Agent 
Ge., {ha.M \',\ OV\ tr~ e, 
(4-11RecJv t"oi,;s) 
P.F. -6th Grade 
P.hl. -5th Grade 
P . r,i. -7th Grade 
P.h. -Older Group 
P.Ili. 
p .IL• 
r 
( 
'· 
First Copy of Annual Report 
